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Fore word

The American Labor Movement is inextricably, bound to the positive:
advancement of the concept of career education.. Since the Federal effort to
address this question. was first articulated by Dr. Sidney P. Marland, Labor has
expressed the view that young people must learn about the real world of work.

Between then _mid now,. something got lost in the_ translation between
educators and Labor leaders. First there was.the astonishing position, held bse
some, that the idea could be imposed, by the government so long- as it w,ds
blessed by the business community. These included, from hands-on experience
schemes at zero pay for students actually involved m the production process,
to sub-minimum wages, to the relaxation of child labor laws and .on and on.
Indeed, no proposals were put forth in the early days which paid.any attention
to National and Local economics. Nor was' thought given to the levels of
unemployment and the competence of career guidance counselors to properly
lead secondary school students to entry-level slots in meaningful careers,.

Few .career education planners took a real world look at the labor force.
statistics, or they chose to ignore them. They did not see that as the American
Labor force grows,, it becomes more feminine. Increasing numbers of women
have .moved into paid work and show up in labor force. statistics. We. are
told that by 1985 .the rate of women en_ tering the labor force will exceed the
rate of men.

The unemployment rate for young Americans, particularly black youth, is
an .embarrassment to the United States. These are fellow citizens in the work
force actually seeking work.

The early reservations of trade unions about career education can be found
within this context.

I am now pleased to assert that labor's message about this state of affairs has,
finally pierced the granite wail of misunderstanding among career education
advocates.

While' we move on with preparing young people for promising careers, we
must also press for a full employment economy. Moreover, full recognition to
the various' forces at work in our society to negate future 'career opportunities,.
must somehow reach policymakers to avoid Wheel-spinning efforts, counter -:
productive to National gdals.
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We must "recognize the revolution in technologynone
intensive, global economic' arrangements with developin
reduce/or eliminate American 'careers, efforts by the mul
tions to expbrt American jobs and the energy-raw m

.1 ,Arnenca s future.

Al l of these potential problem areas are solvable \i due recognition and
.-concern is given to the-future- of the American work for

f which is labor
countries which

i-national corpora-
terial issues facing

This tract on unions and career education repre
toward narrowing the polarization 1:tween labor, go
which has effectively blocked progress in this field.

eats .the first real step
ernment, and educators

,f

. I Mr'. Peter A. -Bommarito,- President of the U ted -Rubber Workers: elo-
quently makes the 'case in his address to the 1976 ational Conference on Ca-
r,reer Education in Houston, Texas.. Referring to y uth urremployrnent, he said',
"High unemployment among young people is nit the fault of our education
systeM, nor it it the responsibility-of the educa ional system to Solve it." The
implications are many, but essentially ihis co merit served;to signal career
educators that they were entering upon new urf already occupied by labor,
business, and governinent.

_
.Mark Schulman's contribution is basic-to ringing the artier to the starting

line on an equal footing. His liberal quo es from m former associate and
friend, .John Sessions, _gives needed cre bility fo trade unionists to his
research-

Finally, Dr. Kenneth B. Hoyt, who bars the scars of the great warrior who
refused to give up against recalcitran to hig dream of an-effective career
'education program fo-r this nation; ca say with pride: "I-now have the pieces
together."

/
- Walter G.-Davis

Director of Education
AFL/CIO'
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Preface

The three papers which have been combined tofform this monograph each
approach the topic of "career education and orgaiiized labor" from a-different
perspective. They are placed- together here /in ,order to bring a more
concentrated focus to this very important ,::topic. Their. prdering in this
monograph has been purposeful.

The first paper is a speech presented by Mr. Peter A. Bommarito, President,
United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum, and Plastic Workers of -AMeiica.. This speech,
delivered at the Commissioner's National conference On' Career Education held
in November, 1976 at Houston, Texas: was the major policy, program for
organized lafkor at. the Conference. It Olould be viewed as 'an official policy
document frorh a major segment of thet nierican labor movement.'

,

The paper written by Dr. Mark Schulman is one prepared under contract
'with the National Advisory CouncilHon Career Education. It is a thoughtful,
scholarly study of the problems organized labor .faces with respect to career
education.- Based on extensive study and data collection from both career
education leaders a.\-id leaders in the organizbd labOr movement, it is,probably
the most comprehthisive and best documented. statement on the topic yet
produced. It is a scholarly piece. written by a scholar.

The third paper, unlike The other two, is nefther,an .official policy, statement
nor a scholarly review of the literature. Instead, it consists simply of a narrative
summary of ideas, opinions, and suggestions ',for better and more effective
involvement of organized labor in the career education effort.

.

Because these ideas came from profetsional persons who themselves are
involved in labor/cateer education relationships as representatives of organized
labor, it is hoped that their thoughts,ytoo Will be of some interest to educators
and others involved in career education.

zzl

Kenneth B. Hoyt.
Directpr, Office of CareerEducation
U.S Office of Education
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iMr. Commissioner, Mr. Terrell; distinguished guest's on the dais; friends and
c !leagues, it is indeed an honor to be here among so many diStinguished %
e ucators as a representative of organiied labor. It is also stimulating to
p rticipate in a dialogue on career eduCation, a developing-concept in which
1 fbor can play a'VaItiable and constructive role. ,

.

Let me say at the outset that we in bor strongly endorse the concept of
ti,aicerawareness coupled with expanded Career choices and a sound academic
'background, for all 'children in America. ___./ ..,

We have no problem with the we do have problems with some
of the ways in whicl-i- this concept.has'been interpreted. We hope that recent

.invitations to participate in planning and impleilentin"g'Areer education -
programs are indeed that; and not merely an,- effort .to 'MureNour seal of

i approval. If the invitatiort is sincere, I, am sure that a continuing dialogue can
resolve many of those problems. -.

, . -
,,.

There is, or should.be; a natural allrance between organized labor and public
education. It is, after all, primarily children of working people who ullize the
system, and it was organized labor that fought so hard in the last 4-itury to
make first class,. free public_educatiOli available to all as amatter of right. And
labor remains, the most consistent and effective support for public funds for
education'.

Sowhatever the state of the art todayfor better or for worse --we have,
been partners in building the system which employs most of you; and directly
or indirectly, several _million more. It is time that we recognize this partnership
and build upon' it. Sadly, we, all know that this has not been the case in the
past. I -- t.

For too long labor has been made to stand outside the door's while critical
decisions affecting our children were made inside. For. too long public
education and teacher training institutions have ignored the positive potential
of libor input in the 'schools.

For too long "community resources" has meant every resource except
labor. Sometimes these attitudes-are rationalized by labelling-us "anti-intellec-
tual." My frien,ds, that is a Myth:, but a myth CarefullY nurtured by those who
would rather label us than tidal with us.

These Unfortunate probleins have not turned us off or turned us away from
a willingness to provide support and assistance when it is sought for a program
we see as valuable.



Last. year in Akron, whert URW International Headquarters are located, we
endorsed -a joint application by .the school board and the Akron Regional
Roard of Development for an HEW grant to furtlier the career edhcation
program in our Akron schools. We did so because we felt, and still do, that our
input as well as our endorsement was being sought.

The grant was received and it is hoped that .Akron's program will serve as a
model of school and community effort..We in labor in' Akron arc setting up a
structure for a cooperative effort wilier we are sure can enhance the value of
the program. We arc prepared to provide speakers and Materials; exposure to
union- operations.- and union families; teaching units on labor's role in our
society; involvement in teacher .workshOps as well as active participation on
adVisOry committees. This we offer and more, while noting that Akron is now-
in its sixth year of a career education program. and wondering why our input
was not sought in the first five years. We can only assume. that the eurrent
activity reflejts a recognition of. labor and not recognition of "P.uidelines.7
We also- note that this experience- is somewhat unique and not typical of our
experience in Most other parts of the country._

If our approach seems overly cautious in an areaof obvious concern, it -may
help to recall the circumstances of the birth of career education as a federally
endorsed !prograni.

Career education, began to take shah itt the early Nixon years when Spiro-
Agnew rediscovered the "natural 'aristocracy of intellect" and suggested that
there were too many students in colleges and universities who would be better
off in vocational education. It has always been our contention that there .arc
too many young people in college because they cannot ai'ford the cost.

1 t any event.' Ur. Sidney P. Mar-land, then". .S. Conunissioner of Education,
an ounced his career education plans here in -11oustim in January 1971. Later
tl at year lie negotiated the use of discretionary vocational education funds
w th State superintendents in order to get career education off the ground.

Our Critical approach in those first years was not just -because it was a
Nixon/Agnew program although I cannot liow think of a single Nixon/Agnew
program, that had any concern for Labor's interests --tmr because it was a..
Marland program -and'we"-Irad-ample--experience with his pro-busine"ss bias. If.
Dr. Marland'zs years in school administration were not conclusive, I would point
to his devoting 22 pages his hook Career Education to the proposals of the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce while barely mentioning the position of labor.

So-on the "Coleman II" report and the.Ket tering report followed by an NEA
industry forum and Speeches and articles by B.' Frank Brown developed- a



picture of career education which alarmed us. Career education was becoming a
vehicle for the return to child labor at substandard wages with indUstry and
schools cooperating to soiveouthful unemployment by channeling youngsters
away from academics an&ii/to.Wo!-)k experience and job's at an early age..

We heard, and still hear from sorne, that children should be.,ericouraged to
leave/ school early and that child labor and minimum ;Wage laws ought to be
revised, It has been and will remain: .our position that;'education.must'do more
than make childien job ready with marketable Skills At the end of high school.

Spiro Agnew notwithstanding, the arts and laiimanitieS are not and ought ..
not be the special province of the privileged. A liberal education is releVant to a
fuAnd enlightened participation in our society regardlessof the skills required,:
.t6 earn a paycheck.

In 1934 Franklin D. Roosevelt. said "The necessities of our time Idemand
that men avoid being set in grooves, that theY .avoid the occupational
predestinatibn of the older world: and that in 'the faCe of the. change and
development in America, they must have a sufficiently broad and cornprehen-
sive conception of the world in which they live, to meet its changing probleMs
with resourcefulness and practical vision. There is in the spirit of a liberal

.

education something .of. a .self-cOnficlence and the adaptability that'.is
characteristic of our country: The pioneer dcies_not call his life a failtire- if he
comes, to the end of one. path ..He knows that therc.are OtherS,' and with a sense
of direction and a will. to preserve,,his life can go..on with confidence into the.:
uncertainties of the future." The passage of 42 years has not eroded the
wisdom of that message.

..
The job- market continues to move in the direction of demanding more

sophistication and more education, not less.

A stationary engineer is not a. janitor in the old sense and can hardly repair a
modern boiler or air conditioning system without considerable command of
language and mathematical skills.

If we begin tö impose career choices at too early an age and-teach only
so-called, "relevant" skills, we will indeed realize Agnew's "aristocracy" and
create in America a class system which is contrary to everything we believe
about our great nation. Abraham Lincoln recognized this problem in discussing
labor and education many years ago.

He said "By the mud-still theory it is assumed that labor and education are
incompatible, and any practical combination of them impossible. According to
that theory, the education of laborers is not only useless but pernicious and
dangerous: Free labor, on the other hand, demands universal education and,
they have much the better of argument."

3 .



Career education can and should be an operating philosophy within y
schools which helps all children become aware of the world of work in a way
which .broadens rather than limits their choices. It can and should help young
people become aware of the world as it is as well as the way we would like it to
be. It can-and should be a way ofvbringing the community into the classroom
and the student into the community. It can and should help.provide Options
and flexibility in career choices.

It cannot' and should. not be a new way, to return to an old world of
occupational predestination. It - cannot and ,should .not be an answer to
youthful unemployment. That is not a problem- stemming from the relevance,
of general education builathera_prsiblern of an_ec_onomy which does not
provide enough jobs.

It cannot, and should not, be a way Of turning
responsibilities, to any private sector: My indication is
want that burden any more than we want them to have

dyers public ediircition
that inchistry.does not

it.

It cannot, and should not, be a way to suiriert,child labor fay., or'minitrium
wage laws Or to replace semi-skilled adults 'With under-ph- youngsters. it
cannot, and should not, become,, a turopean'sbjle method of impqsirig job
choices at too early an age, where young peOple are loqed into occupations
they may wish. to, or have to, leaVe only to then find they have insufficient
general education for flexibility in choosing

Too Often I have hears career edudatiOn ;described with an orientation
,toward blue collar and entlii-level ,trairiing..,Wken thiS, question is -raised the

response is often the magic "career laxl,der" idea of upward movement:.
,-

. , r --,'

How many nurses aides do- yoti ,luiow, who have bec-OMe brain stirgeo:ns"?
Perhaps more relevan't to this how m'any,teachers aides do 'yoti know

.

who have been offered theropporiuniiy, let alcine b'ecorrfe certified teachers?
.

If career education is_a- to make the world more real, to students, then
we are for it If career education is'a ivay to provide less education, then We...afre
opposed to it.

rP.In 1961, President): kennedy, facing unemplOyinent problems similai to
those we fa'ee now, urged the natio'n's youths o stay_ in .school. He recognized
the problems of the dropout and the problems of the semi-skilled in a changing
job market. He was right in 1961 and we'should give.Ouryouth the saine advice
today. We needmore education, not less.

1 r



..
My advice to you is twofold'. First, beware 'of those N.VhO would have you

.assume responsibilities which are not properly ,Yours. High. unemployment
among young people is not thefault of our educational system, nor is it the .

responsibility of the educational system to solVe it
. . .

Secondly, invite us into your clasSroOms and workshops. Most of you pay
dt4s .to .a union or association and so will most of your students.-(Yhethe,r they
work in a plant, build houses, fly jet aircraft, teach or iierform sUrgfry, they
will find it expedient o'r necessary to join unions- and associations which
prombte their. common interests

We an add' some realisin to.the discussion of labor's role in building our,
democracy and we can speak from experience about the world of.work.otir
young people will enter:Wages, job security, fringes,.advancement, continuing. .

education are all related to the goals and activities of unions as well as to the
needs of our children.

Attendance at this 'conference, pending legislation. and mushroOming
Prograins, indicate that career education is teal. The concept hasgreat potential
but it will need 'broad community acceptance and supportincluding' that of .

laborif it is-to flourish:.

We do not view career education as a panacea but rather as an enrichment of
a system designed to ever widen the horizOns of all Americans.

1: am reminded' that labor is 'often associated with "cradle -to- grave" care for
its members. That view is frequently, distorted, but ,in the case of.eduCation it is
100 .percent accurate. Thus career education beginning with early awareness
can be an important part of our program, but we will continue to support,
vocational education, apprenticeship training, -continuing' adult education
general studies, labor studies skill training, as well as the humanities, arts and
profesioriS-..

. To. reiterate; we Will support early. .awareness of. 'careers and the world of
work 'along. with ..greater community involvement;_but we will not support
choices made too early which tend to be . limiting ,and result in early
termination cif general education.

We look forward with enthusiasm to : our participation in Akron's models
program. We hope that the results will be useful for all of you*.

We will continue to'support q)...0.1ity education including career edUcation as-
. long as it is in tune with our, vision of an America in which all children can

truly beCome all that they are.capable of becoming.

5
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ISSUES AND STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING THE
PARTICIPATION OF 'LABOR IN THE iMPLEMENTATION

OE CAREER EDUCATION

Mark Schulman
Aniioch College
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This short paper, I will admit at the outset, raises many more questions than
it can resolve,

The reearch which it represents was undertaken to suggest potential
solutions to the ptoblems implicit in the following-statement of the "Scope of
Work:"

. I. Contact major organized labor. to assess the problems and
possibilities of, interrelationships between unions and, schools in imple-
menting the concept of career education. 4

2. Review the literature (both statements' by unions and articles' by
educators) on the participation of labor in the implementation of career
education.

The effect of- images of work -in the, school and curriculum and in
other educational sources on young people's perceptions of unions
and their own careers.

The conflicts and compatibilities in the current concept of career
education and organized labor's viewpoints. .

c. The' pros and cons of work experience, considering the potential of
various forms of paid and unpaid work experience and the question
of tote relationship between student workers and unemployment.

' d. The viewpoints of education and labor leaders of the transition
between educhtion and work and how the concept' of -career
education relates to that area.

4. Write a summary as part of the paper which identifies and recommends
strategies for enhancing, the participation of labor in the implementation
of career education.

Though I am not apologetic for the results I have managed under the usual
constraints all researchers cite (time, money and people-power), I must now
agree with one of my correspondents, who wrote:

First of all; in reviewing the "Scope of Work" statement you sent, I am in
awe at the size of the topic you are to address. Any one 9f the issues would
have been sufficient for a paper. Good luCk to you.

Yes, any one issue would have,been sufficient, but 'yes, too, I have had good
luCkin being able to contact approachable and thoughtful people in 'the labor



movement :and among educator's who have ,13en invaluable in their aid. While
ackAwledOng their factual and critical assistance; it must be made clear that °:
the interpretive and evaluative analysiS of this material is-My own: Tkerei-ofe,..
any errorsand, given the size of the topic, there are undoubtedly some -are °

entirely my own.
.

The procedure followed in the develdpment of this paper. corresponded t
the outline suggested in the.Statement. of Work.

In July and August 1976, *made contact with as many labor unions and
other labor organizations as possible. Of aqicaximately one-hundred unions
that I have, approached, rnov( than .25_ percent have respondedWith specific
information by this date land material%ontinues to arrive. .

r . _we

During August and September .1976, I llowed ip on initial contacts with
individuals in the Iaborrriovement and searched the recent literature of career
education for relevant portions. In addition, I established contact with several,
educators to' take advantage of their conceptual expertise and knowledge of
specific developments.

By the firs( week of October. 1976, a draft of this paper was circulated to,a
selected list of correspondents. Their comments and suggestions:are incorpo-
rated in the final versions_ ubmitted to the National Advisory CourIcil.on Career
Education.

0

I do not desire to slight any of the people who have been helpful to me in
. this project by omitting their names from an attempt at a,comprehensive list. I
must, hoWelier, cite several sources without whom this paper would not haire
been possiblethoUgh 1- am. making no attempt at comprehensiveness.Mnong.,
.those sources are Kenneth R. Edwards, Al Lorente, Calvin M. McIntyre, Horst::
Reschke, John A. Sessions, Gus Tyler, William E: Weisgerber.

Even in its "finglied" draft, this remains little more than an annotated
outline on this topic: It provides,- I hope; directions and insights which may be
folloWed up by others and in my own subsequent research. lf, by raising
questions and pointing toward tentative solutions, I am able to encourage
further probing, then I have beeii suce.a.s. sful.

As an overview to the subject of this paper, we need to keep in mind an
explanatory caution, a fundamental issue, and /a primary

CAUTION
question.A

First, the caution:

The title of this paper implies that we are discussing "labor" and ."career
education." This is in actuality only partially correct.

10'
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Given the reality of locating and qudrying spo'kespersons for those spheres
of endeavor, the inclination is to seek out the people and organizations which
have been most articulate on the issues.. In the case of "labor," this proves tp.
be the trade union movement, and,.more particularly, certarrientities within
that. movement (e.g..; the American Federation of Labor and ,Congress of
IndustrialOrganizations,AFL-CIOand the International Union; United Auto:

Aerospace and _Agricultural implement Workers of America-LUAW).

In the case ,of c tear education, the most prominent informational. source is
'(and, has been since lie establishment of the Office of Career .Education, ifnot
before) the United tes Office of Education of the Department of. Health,
Education, and Welfare. (OE). Specifically certain individUals associated (now

:.or in -the past) %witli OE---such as Salley P. Tvla;land,' Jr. and Kenueth.11.
Hoythave been among the-movement's most prominent spokespersons.

The ca'Peat, of course, is to keep in mind that unions do not speak for all
workers and that OE .does not speak-for all educators. Bask. statistics indicate
the reality of the situation. In recent years only about one-fourth of the labor :
force has belonged to unions; unorganiz,ed workers by the nature of their
circumstance have little inpUt to the careereducation.discussion. And there are
thousands of . separate and, to one degree. or another, autonomous school
districts- in the United States, each modifying to local conditions their .

interpretations of career education concepts.

It is true, howeVer; that organized labor's self-construed primary role is -:to.
articulate the needs of people -as- workers. This does not exclude,. of course,
their other roles, but it is most important to note that, in the absence of any
other association of people-as-workers within 'the social framework, organized
labor ,is the -Only recognizable entity to speak for that group as a collectivity.
Indeed. this should not. be read to itriply a negative stance toward trade unions
as they perform this function; in most instance, they do this job well (perhaps
too well, according to their critics). d

With OE. there is even firmer groimd for accepting its role as articulator of
the career education concept even if other. conceptual frameworks are
available.' For the five years this ,approach to educational reform has, been
undergoing clarification, OE and its leadership have taken the commendable
ideological position that, for reform to truly "take hold:7 it cannotbe imposed
-from above.. This stance has led to a surprising.degre ofconsensus among
career educators owdefinitional aspects of the concept, demonstrated primarily
.in the QE policy paper, An Introdurtion to Career Education, to which we will
often refer,



O

->

Delving into the reathi. of ideology, brings us. face to face with the
fuhdaMenissue.al mentioned previously,. Fundamental to any discussion is the'.,

issue of the relationship of scho-ol .and Society. Whit must.
THE tninedultimately Lie deter the: nature of the-society itself, whichISSUE is

.,

in turn defines the nature of the schools whiCh serve its needs.
.

It is 'clearly beyond the scope of this paper to address this issue in any but
the most -peripheral manner. And -since there. will some further discuSsion
apropps the topic (particularly in the conctukion"), we will leaVe it at this
:pointexcept for one addition.

'

Career...educators pieach reform of the e'duCational system and quote sy,ith
,

approbation the contemporary critics of the formal educational process "Holt,
Kozol, Silberman,et al _even Midi cases..In their approach they value
.a totally transformed school 'and depend upon the cooperationeveri more
than that, the collaborationof all-the diverse elements in the society to work
toward the common goal, defined as career education for all

But trade unionists are ideologically diver-gent-from this goal in at least one
important respect: their realization that donflict, riot consensus,. is the reality
beneath the interaction between labor and management on several important
specific issues. (such; as wage., policies and workplace priorities). As will be
'discUs'sed later, this recognition has specific consequences in the implemental.
tion of career education. At this point it is sufficient to note the general-
-consequence only: a Mutual suspicion between latiorleaders and educators of
the *reality behind each other's. rhetoric. One .poSsible. cause for this attitude
that goes beyond rhetoric is the actual roles of the parties involved.' As
,woriceri's representatiVes, union leaders share a labOr perspective. But since
marry car education spokespersons are adminkstrators in their school
Systems, they often agree with management assumptions.

This situalion appears to be changing ,through an ongoing process of
evolution . and development and at preesfnt many educator/labor leader
differences are being resolved. It is impOrtant not to disregald this area. as.a real
and potential clash of ideologies and interests, nevertheless.

A
QUESTION.

This issue indicates what. must be stated' as /the -primary
question of this research. It is implicit, in fact, in all educa-
tional research.

Stated simply, it is this: to achieve the humanistic goals proposed by, the
proponents of career education,'how. adequate is the educational-reform they
isuggestrro put it another Way:'grantedthat the comprehensive transformation
of the schools (advocated in the career education concept) is-not proposed as

I2
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the only element in profound social change, nevertheless how close or how far
is it.--Trom the mark? After career education; what happens next? Or, in reality',
will contliAions remain basically'lhe same? We will return to this question in the

,conclusibn.

ORGANI-
ZATION

PAPER

The sections which follow approach the relationship between
career education and labor in two'distinct ways. The first is the
issues behind the relationship. Each of three subdivisions of this
section deals with-a level of appropriate considerations: first the
theoretical then -the conceptual, and last the operational.

Following the issue considerations are two sections on sir tegies. to
consolidate and /or modify the _"action plan" of labor participatio in career
education. The first subdividion treats the subject of the sort -range
implementation suggestions; the second, the topic' of long-range it plications.

In the concluding section, the issues and strategies are pulled t ether in an I/
assessment of the future prospects or career education, in rel on to pasti
realities and present possibilities.

9ne additional note on organization: 'the reader -may peruse th first half of
this paper:with an increasing level of pessimism and negative feeli ;gs about.the
possibility of .constructive interrelationships between career education and
organized labor. This would be a fallacious perception for at least two reasons:'.

First, the paper attempts through' its documentation to supply a sense of the
evolution of the issues over a fixed time:period. Thus, while it is not a strict
chronological order, the quotations tend to stress more antagonistic relations
and less coherent and developed formulations (by both labor leaders and
educators) in the "early years." Since "early years"-quotations predominate iri
the first sections, there is a somewhat misleading skew toward antipathy.

-Secondly, and more importantly, the attitudes and conceptual framework is
changing very rapidly. Literally in the last few -months (and .even weeks and
days) new developments and outlooks have been increasing the degree of
common interest between labor and career education. As with any project
which attempts to chronicle a dynamic process, the setting down on static
pages of the description renders the analysis obsolete before its time.

?- ,

The careful reader,_ then, must suspend judgement until the end of these
pagesand, even- then, must temper any conclusionsthis paper's or his/her
ownwith the fresh evidence of fast-moving events..

13



PART IISSUtS

Theoretical Considera
,

As in no other enod of human history, we are living in a world of rapid
change. The: kn Wrecto,..and skills that we acquired in schools are obsolete
today for our c -and they must be updated to be useful in our own
lives. Adv-ance, technology has revolutionized all,ects of modern society.
Some of the most e-xiensixe,..changes have been 111--t4e world of work and in
the changing patterns of our lives.

We have been told frequently that a young person entering the world of
work today must face ..the possibility of changing occupations and jobs
-several times in his life, because the career for which he has prepared himself
has become obsolete. This has immediate implications for education.

This would seem to dictate that an education system that trains students
narrowly for specific jobs will fail in its purpose. The development of
specific technical skills is not the fundamental' parpose of education. In
today's world, when skills are becoming so rapidly outmoded, the
acquisition of such skills is even less meaningful:

Education embraces, but much more than-j0-training; E,ducation must
prepare_students to 'become constructive ,huffian ..bein6,: teach them how to
became intelligent consumersteach Ahern hew sodiety, operates .anci,hov', to
participate intelligently in its,operation. It must teach them hoWto adapt to
change so as to enrich the quality of their, It must teach them how to

learn.

Vocational education haS been looked On as the way society separates those

tho are . college -bound frOrn thpSe: wtilise fate' it is to. wind up in the
factories. What is learned in theSe prO-gra'ins'-'bears .toolittle relationship to-
the world of work as a -whole, nor does 't, prepare the itudentSqo function-
productively in a society in the: broa '1'i/sense-Of full participation as a
citizen. ,

..). ,,,, 1'-.
.

, . --

The latest catch word on -the, education scene is "career education." It is not
clear as: yet whether the. cooceptItlf career education will be a passing fad in-
a long list of educational pariadeas..lf it is not to heapup on the scrap hea
of discarded ideas,lf shouldrelatetareer alternatiyes to the ongoing changes

. d--- - .- ,in our so.cietyeancLoffer the student realistic options.

iT
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Moreover, hoW gwIreffris are career optiOns with an administration in
Washington willing to consider bur economy operating at full einployment
when over five percent of our work force. (10: percent iii Michigan) is
unemployed? It seems clear, that career options and career education can
only become meaningful when there are jobs available for everyone seeking
work.

If career educatiOn is viewed as a means of restoring the so-called "work
ethic," this attempt, too, will not succeed. There is no.;"dignity of labor"
where the work is on dead end, dull,repAitive, meaningless jobs. Workers
need no catch phrases to understand how to bring dignity to the workplace.
They do when they join -unions, so they can participate in decision;
Making affecting their welfare at the. worts place.

From the "Resolution on Public Education":
.adopted at the UAW 24th Constitutional
Convention, 1974.2:

At the Most abstract theoretical level, unions and educators must .reach an
agreement (or at least agree to disagree) before organized labor will accept a
substantive role in -the implementaiion of career education. Even before

--discussing the definitions of such words as "work" and "education t, as:-.concepts, we must have 'tent tive agreement 'about a theoretical- basis for
relating educa.,oti n and the,worl of work.

Theories of work and labor 'are many, as *are theories of education and-
learning. This section briefly'.o'utlines a theory of work common to both career
education and tabor, commegis.on the educational aspects of social institutions

other than the school, and raises some questions regarding the "extensive
changes... in the world of work and in tkie changing patterns of our lives."

After outlining the 'historical development of wbrkthrOugh Luther, Freud,
_Marx, and so onthe HEW task force which produced the monumental study,

Work in America correctly asserts that "work .responds to
A something profound' and basic in human nature;"3 They then

THEORY proceed to offer a' "multi-dimensional definition" of work: "an
wORK

OF activity that produces something of value for other people.'
Such a definition is expanded.on by. the OE definition discussed

later. But we cite it here because of the.explicit theoretical assumption behind
° the definition: that in its broadest sense work qua work is valuable for the

individual.

This 'is, in fact, a hypothesis concerning: the nature of work rather than a
scientifiC fact. In the reality of their lives many workers seem to find the

15



notion that their activity called "work" is valuably a mockery of their own
perceptions. They know, in their bones;- what Studs Terkel alleges in Working:

This book, being about work, is, by its very nature, about yiolence-t& the
spirit- as well as to the body. It is about ulcers as well as accidents, about
shouting matches as well as fist fights,,about nervous breakdowns as well as
kicking the dog around. It is, above all (or beneath all); about daily
humiliations. TO survive the day is triumph for the walking wounded among

Lthe great many of us.5

If the direct evidence' of Most people's lives contradicts the theoretical
assertions of a conceplualizef, either a) "most peopld" are confused about their
lives, or b) the conceptualizer doesn't knOw what helvor she is talking about. In
relation -to a theory cif work, we arrive at our. first, complication: career
education proponents opt for explanation "a," while labor leatfrs often
choose explanation "b."

Hoyt, for example, has written and lectured many times about this
question.6 His point of view is that the dull and meaningless activity most
people call "work" shoulthactually be called "labor," and differentiated from
the meaningful, satisfying, and prodUctive activity that is "work. "7 Disregard-
ing fbr the moment the unfortunate consequences of redefining labor in a way
certain to alienate labor leaders, the progression from this point Of view to the
conceptual framework of career education is logical and positive.

But what if the eduCators are wrong? What if, instead, John A. Sessions has.
come Closer to the reality, of the matter,.as when he argues in a March 1974,
AFL -CIO .American Federationist article "Misdirecting Career EducatiOn:"

...Writing about career education and the world of work .from the outside
looking in has its advantages and. its disadvantages. The book [OE's Essays
in Career Education] says much about what career education can do to
restore "the work' ethic" and the "dignity of labor.". This is an outsiders
misunderstanding about what work is all about. Most workers do nod work
because they think it is the ethical thing to do but because their families will
go hungry if they don't. . . _

Workers are fully aware that their jobs frequently inval.ve indignities and
that is why they form unions.. If there is dignity in labor, it is usually not a
natural 'state of affairs- but rather the result of unions through which-
Workers. have brought a measre of dignity to their jobs.R

SesSions, an assistant director in thd AFL-CIO education department, speaks
for many in organized labor. Labor consistently questions whether educators



understand whit they are tal t when they describe work. The/dispute
goes beyond amiable defjnitional iscussion; it is; in fact, in the realm of
serious philosophical argumentation.

Labor organizations have raised questions, too, .about° the educational
theory which informs. the career education perspective. Most

EXPANDING of these questions have been raised before' and cannot be
EDUCA- called "resolved." They for the most part fall into the
TIONAL "general categories disagreement" Marland elucidaies inTHEORY Career Education: A Proposal for Reform:

1. Career education is anti-intellectual.

2. the concept. is too fuzzy and ill- defined.

3. 131acks and Ofher minorities are threatened by what might be called
.e. `tracking."

.-

4. Young children are not ready to "decide" about their.careers.

5. Career education's solely concerned with getting jobs and filling
manpower needs in a capitalist system.

6. The colleges and universities are already. threatened with a lowering or a
leveling rf of enrollments-Career education may aggravate the problem.

7. Career education programs are "taking money away" frorit vocational
I .education programs.

8. The unpredictability of the manpower needs or this ccountry makes
career education a "futile exercise."

.9. Career education is a 'device for perpetuating a "corporate-social order,"
reinforcing, big business and productivity, as distinct from values related
to human services.

10. The concept appears to perpetUate the stereotyping of occupations by
sex, and gives insufficient attention to women in occupations.9

Many of these disagreements will surface in subsequent pages,as we look at
conceptual and,operational considerations.

,

Most of-them relate to the educational theory of formal schooling.

17
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The -labor movement does not, in general, believe that career education has
. `.provided satisfactory answers. .

But we must move away from the institution of the formal school to
consider another, less acknAledged, aspect of the educational theory problem.
OE has recognized that education takes place outside the school both in their
conzeptual definitiqns and their career education models.' °.When one looks at
the rVality of these other forms of education; other problems emerge in, relating

,learning and the world of work.

-. Though they crearly fit our 'definition, we 'Will not consider here the
family-home, or the church, or?community institutions, as educational agencies
which may effect learning about careers. But we must consider in brief one
educator, for ire would commit grave errors of interpretation if we were to
ignore it. We refer, of course, to tip mass media, patticularly telesion.

Research has demonstrated the importance of the media in the education of
youth.' While it is true that -little is known conclusively about the effects of
media on people, we do know that, statistically at least, the influence must be
overwhelming: the percentage of hones with TV sets nears 100 percent;
young people have spent more- hours in front of television than in school by
age l 8; each person averages six hours a day watching- television; and so on.

ConseqUently, the image of works, workeig and unions becomes a theoretical
concern for career educators., Little research is available in this area; what.exists
demonstrates how media distort occupational information.

Work in America, for example, discusses "Society View of the Manual
Worker:",

1

We must also recognize that manual work has becomeincreasingly
denigrated by the. upper middle class of this nation. The- problems of
self-esteem inherent in these changing attitudes are further compounded by
the impact of the communications media.. For example, the images of
blue-collar workers that are presented by the media (including school
textbooks) are often negative. Workers are presented as "hard hats" (racists
or- authoritarians) or as.' "fdt cats" (lazy plumbers who work only
twenty-hours a week yet earn $400.00). The view of the worker in the mass
media is that he is the problein, not that he has problems.

Today, there is virtually no accurate dramatic representationas there
wa'S in the 19307sof men and women in working-class occupations.
Instead, we have recently had the movie "Joe" and the television series
about Archie Bunker (All in the Family). These stereotypesignoring the'

18
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heterogeneity of blue-collar workersdo little to ehhance the-dignitY Of the
wOrker Or his job. For example, what does Archie do on the job? Is he
ashamed of his job? Is that why he won't talk about it at home? Certainly,
if he worked in an office we would see sdenes of him at VIrork. The negative
view of all blue-collar work in the' show is reinforced by *,the fact that
Archie's "socially, enlightened" son-in-law is-a future professional.

..)

Research shows that one character in ten on .television is a blue-collar
wOrker, .and these few are usually portrayed as crude people' with
undesirable spcial traits. Furthermore, portrayals tend to emphasize class-
sterebtypes:.LaWyers are clever while construction workers are lou.ts. But it
is not only the self-image of the workers that is being affected; television is
conveying to children superficipl- and misleading information about work in
"slciety. If children cici, indeed, learn from television they will "learn" that
professionals lead lives of carefree leisure, interspersed with drama and
excitement (never hard work) and that blue-collar workers are racist clods
who use bad grammar and produce little of use for society.1 2

Parenthetically, it is a useful, categorization these authors make to include
"school textbooks" among the means of mass communication. Indeed, dealing
with textbooks raises additional questions :regarding images of labor and labor
history. Paul Lather and Florence Howe cite one example in The Conspiracy of
'the.Youni

drP

At the same time, textbooks ignore or distort class conflicts in American
society. A friend born and raised on the West Coast told, us that when he

. first visited Chicago he was eager to see Haymarket Square, because it had
been prominent in the city's earlylabor struggles about which, he had read
in a novel. He asked his host, a high-school aged cousi:. from a working-class
family, if he could show him how tó get to the Square. The response was,
"What do you want to go there for? There's nothing but some restaurants
and old stores." The cousin had never read in his Chicago school texts-of the
Haymarket trial, the McCormick strike, the Knights of Lab!bi-, nor of y
Governor Altgeld. Which is not surprising: the 1962 edition of The Story of '
The American Nation devotes four paragraphs to the DEW (Distant Early
Warning) Line but never mentions _Eugene Debs or Nornian Thomas, let
alone A. J. Muste: Another text -Mentions the 1937 sit-down strikes, but
tells neither their location nor their connection with the automobile
industry. Just as black people have, on the whole, been 'deprived of their
past, so young working-class men and women have no conceptions even of
those events, of the last hundred years that have helped determine how they
lived, and where.' 3
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There are additional misrepresentations that afflict every medium '.and
beyond juliage and encourage inequality'. in: career choice: Blacks and
other-minoritieS: have been .viciirnized by, institutional- racism in this area as,r,
others; women are victims of sexist socialization. Tentative evidence doeS not
indicate that career education is correcting theie flaws-7see, for example, "Help

ry Wanted- Sexism" in Career 'Education MaterialS," produced by 'Women on
Words and Images.' 4

' . .

The World.. 'then,,,,of the media is not a world that corresnds to reality.
George Geihner and.Larry Gross sketch the occupational aspects of that world
in the:realm of television drama in their article ',Living' With Television: The
Violence Profile" (Journal of C'6T"-' 7icaiiOn, Spring 1976)::

. s...

Approximately five in ten charaeters can be unambiguously id.entifiedt as
gainfully- employed. Of , these, three, are Proprietprs,. managers-;:` and profes
sionals, the fourth comes from the. ranks of laborinyluding all those
employed ii factories, farrns,'offices, shopS, stores, mining, trsansportation,

:service stations, restaurants, and. households, and working in unskilled,
Skilled, 'clerical, sales; and domestic service caPacities. The fifth serves to
enforce the law or preserve the peace On-behalf of public--6r private clients.

Types of activitiespaid and unpaidalso reflect dramatic and social
purposes, Six in -ten characters are .engaged in discernible .occupational
activity and can be roughly divided into three groups of two each, -The first
group represents the- world of legitimate private business, industry,_
agriculture, finance, etc' The second group' is engaged in activity related to'

, art,, science, religion; health, ,education, and. welfare, .as professionals,
Onateurs, patients, students, or clients. The -third inakeS up the f6rces of
official or serni-offiCial authority and the: army, of criminals, outlaws, spies,

, and other enemies arrayed' against them. One in every four leading
characters acts out :a drama of some sort of transgression and its SUppression
at' home and abroad.' $

This is, obviously, a gross -distortion of the occupational structure of the
United States in the rnid-70's. Note, for exampleboth in the research and
anecdotal evidencethe lack of union members on teleVision. Where is the one
in four workers who are organized? When unions are represented, it is usually a
negative portrayalthe recent popular example is Tom Hartman's battle with
Corrupt union 'officials in Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman. Such'distortions have
not gone unnoticed by labor. As qne president of international union wrote
to the author recently,

The University facility members [and, by extension, all educators] having
had no instruction in this extremely significant aspect of Arneticanlife, do

20
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not understand the fundamental aspects of the labor movement. Thei tend
to reflect the prejudices and misconceptions .acqUired by reading the
capitalistic-dominated press and listening to the Management-oriented
television newscasts) 6

Though an assessment of the negative effects of the image of' work and
workers in the media is not ,complete, it is clear that career educators musts
Understand and attend to the media's educational function if reform'is to be
achieved. In other. words, the effects must go beyond the school to have broad
impact.

..A focus of - career education theory which is, of special interest to labOr
because of the potential i Pact is the area of the transition from ediicatidn to

TRANSITION work.. riniarily ibecaust much remains to be reconciled in
FROM the eoretical issues about the nature of education and the,

EDUCATION nature of work among labor leaders and career educators,
. TO the 'education/work- transition presents potential canton-WORK ,

tion, too.

Career education proponents have articulated their viewpoint of this
transition in virtually. .every phase of their documents on their reforms.
Organized labor has been less concerned with the specific transition phase. For
obvious reasons (their purposes, and clientele), trade unions have focused on
public education's impact onfilture workers and on.hurnanizing the -workplace
for current workers, through both collective bargaining (where in effect) and

'..,.;`organizing the unorganized." Of course, there Will need to be an attempt to
initiate discussion with lab9r organizations on this issue, since-career education
nits rely on cooperaty6 efforts to define, facilitate, and ireiplement the
transit' n.

We will consider specific possibilities, such as the role of union education
departments in lifelong learning, later in this paper. To conclude this section, it
seems appropriate: to quote two labor spokesmen deeply concerned with
education. In thetsynthesiS of the theoretical .issues they raise may lie a
meshing of viewpoints between labor and Career education on the education/
work nexus

Gus Tyler, assistant president of the' International Ladies Garment Workers
Union (ILQWU) .rises this issue in a different 'form than Willard Wirtz,
president /of :the, National .14anpower Institute. This is -logical, since Tyler
operates In th'e Primary role of union official and Wirtz in the role of
manpower conceptu.alizer. But there are connections between :Tyler's myths
and Wirtz's strategies. What needs to be analyzed, in a cooperAtive effort of
labor and education, is how much truth there is In Tyler's myths and how
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much- myth there is in Wirtz's -stratagems. 'Perhaps the current large-scale
project- of the National Manpower. Institute will begiii to provide answers to
these questions.''

. Tyler writes in "Career Education and Society's. Imperatives," from Essays

.on Career Education: j _t
. -

7Butlf Career Education is to-fulfill it's promise it must first relate careers to
what is happening in our society, especially to what is happening' in the

't.conorny._ . . And so, to de-mythologize the ambience, it might be well to
Clear -away several widely accepted myths about the economy and
educal'ion. .

:The Automation Myth. . that" the coming of automation would bring a
worklesS world :' the labor force. would shrink, unemployment would rise,
and the percentage of the population in'the labor market would decline.
The Male Myth. . . that the world of workis no world for women... with
some exceptions, vocational (career) education is male oriented. ..
The School Myth. that the place were learning takes place is the school.
This myth confuses schooling with.edUcation. . .

The Educational Myth. . is a spinr-off of the sclrol myth. Ii holds that if.
you have enough degrees you will make enough money.
The Training Myth:, . . that-if asoung man or woman is trained for a job, he
or she will get a- job. training people for job's without the necessaFy'social
measures to assure that the jobs are there is to use a myth to :deldde and

I .

ultimately to infuriate credulous people.'

The Specialist Myth. , that the way to get a jgb is to learn to'be an expirt
at something. . . .

The Myth Myth. . . that the way to solve' problems is by perpetrating or
perpetuating a myth. It offers concepts not as a guide to action but as a
substitute for action.. . It is this myth that in the past has been responsible
for many fads in education....'

And Wirtz enunciates "A Strategy for Change",in The Boundless Resource:
A Prospectus for an Education/Work Policy:.

These things can be done:

Stage OneEnlarging Present Beachheads

Proposal One: That there be established, in at least 25 cities Community
Education-Work Councils through which school officials, employers,



.4.

members of labor unions,. and members of the public engage collaboratively
in developing and administering education-work programs... . .

Proposal Two That a comprehensive Occupational Outlook and Career
Information reporting system be established...

Proposal Three: That it be provided, as a total community urdertaking, that
all high school and college students receive, at least five hours per year of
career guidance and counseling from both professiona,lly trained and work-
or service-experienced counselors.. ..

Proposal Four: That it be undertaken as a community ,responsibility to
develop and administer,programs to familiarize high school yOuth, with work
and service, including the provision of opportunity for at least 500 hours of
work or service experience. .

TropOsal Five: That a considered break of one or two. years in the formal
educational .sequencetaken betWeen ages 16 and 20be recognized and
established as a standard optioritil phase of the youth experience, and that a
comprehensive program of Community :Internships and- Work Apprentice-
ships be instituted at the local level. .

-

Proposal SiX: That a complete inventory be made of the extent and effect
of -laws, practices, and customs that constrain or otherwise influence

. people's movement between education and work.

Proposal Seen: That -a more effective capacity for integrating educatiOn
and ,work policy be developed at the naiional and State levels.. ... .

Proposal Eight: That a new -Work Institute be established to stimulate
collaborative effort in the private sector to maximize work satisfactions and

,meaning..

Proposal Nine: That all-State statutory. and regulatory strictures on uses by
adults of elementary and secondary public education facilities be removed
othat alternative facilities be provided:. . .

Proposk Ten: That the unemployment insurance laws and.regulations he
revised to permit and encourage the Use of periods of unemployment :for
training And education, and that the "public employment" program concept
be revised to include a-significant training and education element.. .

.
4

Proposal Eleven-:. That . the present measurements of employment and
unemployment (1) be expanded to provide adequate loCal as well as
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national data, (2) be revised to reflect, more accurately the varying degrees
of "economic hardship" incident to various types of situations, (3) be
expanded to cover work and service performed in .the home or community.
but not for pay,- and (4) be reported and publicized in a manner
differentiating fully between the various groups in the working popula-
tion.

StageTwoInterim Objectives .

Proposition A: "That any ,adult-who has not. received 12 years of formal
education be entitled to free public education at whatever level is consistent
with particular individual circumstance.. .

PropositiOn B: That all adults be recognized as entitled to_the equivalent of
one year's Deferred Educational Opporturiity. .

Proposition C: That adequate measurement's of the developSignt and use of
the Iiiiman resource-be made and published as part of a comprehensive set
of social indicators. .

Position D: That there be an increased effort to develop a process for
awinf°,, at the local community level, on the American citizen's authentic

desire to participate more fully and 'directly in the improvement of the
human- prospect.- 9

Merely setting these outlines down, of course, does not answ6- the questions
posed earlier. Now career edu'cation leaders must deal with Tyler's myths
d'itectlY and labor leaders must criticize Wirtz's proposals -and ropositjong

. forthrightly: As we shall see in the sections that follow, both `groups have
already begun that process.

Conceptual COnsiderations
1.

would be happy to discuss the relationship of labor to career education.
.

The problem is that career education has been described and programmed in
so mahy diffefent ways that I find It, difficult to respond AO a nonspecific
inquiry.

Union Eacation Director,
in response toauthoes query. 2 0

-This section relates to the `.`middle ground" of career ed-ucation's conceptual
-.framework: "Concept" is of course, one of those words which one Can.write
book attempting -to- define. !Tor, the -15urposes of this, paper,. however, we use



-concept to mean simply the action-oriented, programmatic generalizations
developed by. the career education movement to explain and, to involve .the
various affected publics.

In that context, we must 'consider four broad related areas of conflict in
organized labor's relation to the-career education framework:

A. the clarity of definition (and lack-of it)

B. the relation of labor to public-education

C. the potential narrowing of choice in-career education

D. the possibility of cdllaborative relationship as envisioned by OE.
-

What Hoyt h recently called "the definitional dilemma" is probably the
THE Most significant conflict area between career edUcators and

. labor leaderS.2 1 In the preceding section we delineated some of
TIONAL the theoretical antipathies relating to theo0es of education aitd

DILEMMA work. At the conceptual level the debate continues.

"Work" specifically defined is at the crux of the argument. OE's
redefinition of work Is widely known and highly- regarded among'edUcators; .

perhaps, but sometimes unknown and disregarded b '34, labor spOkespersOns.

Contrast, for example,', these definitions. The first is from OE's , policy
statement; the second, 'William Faulkner (qUoted by Studs Terkel in' Working):.

. . . -
"WOrk7 is conscious effort, other than that involved in activities whop
primary purpose is either cOping.or relaxation, aimed at producing'benefits
for oneself and/Or for oneself.and.others.2 2,-.

. 1. .-
*.i.*-mr***4i****iir.*****iii4!****lec

You can't eaeftr eight hours a day nor drink for eight hours a.dhy nor make,..
love for eight hours a dayall you can do for eight hours is work. Which is
the reason whY. man makes himself. and everybody else so rriiserable and
.unhappy.2 3 - -

. .Granted -that Faulkner is more poetic than 0E1 the fact remains that these
concepts of work are almost diametrically:opposed, .

Hoyt has admitted in recent material that career education's redefmition
work faces a tortuous road to public acceptance. The question, however,



whether labor organizations will ever agree to the diStinctions Hoyt
proposes.

Will the trade unions accept, for example, the notion that "labor" is "a
condition which is disliked, is performed largely only for survival purposes) and
which brings little, if any, personal sense of accomplishment or pride to the
individuil?" What does orglinized labor gain by accepting Hbyt's characteriza':"
tion of "leisure" as "activities, other than sleeping, in which one engages when
not performing in his or her vocation?"2 4

The implications, of the definitional dilemma become clearer when the goal
of education as preparation for work is disciissed.,Labor has been 'distrustful of
this concept, suspecting that, in actuality, all the distinctiOns aside, vocational/
occupational/career education is merely a disguised form of "tracking. This

P suspicion may be beginning to abate, but a reluctance..remains on labor's part
to make a wholehearted commitment to career education.

%

A partial explanation for; the hesitation is labor's perception that its people
have been unwelcome in the formulation of the definitions (see. the next
section for specific evidenceS). Why, they ask, is there no referenCe to worker
organization in OE's ten "Basic Concept Assumptions of Career Edlication?"2 s
If this-represents the "philosophical base for current career education efforts,
has there been adequate Consultation with unions, and does the outcome
adequately reflect Olabor presence?

Labor, in a word, desires clarification. Many union representativeS have read
and coinprehend.the current OE definition:

"Career edtrcatioh" is the totality of 'experiences through which one learns
about and prepares to engage in work as part'of his or her way of living.2.6

But they feel estranged from this conceptualization ince it does not clarify
some of their perceptions of underlying issues. And since 's current stance is
self-consciously. in the liberal humanist tradition, there is all the more reason
for labor's concern. For, hiitorically, they feel, humanistic liberal reforms have
often been at their constituents' e'xpense with little or no' gain.

"Tie interest of the American labor movement in, public education is
basicl" writes Carroll Hutton, Director of the UAW. Education Department. He
Continues:

Throughout its history, organiied labor. has favored a broad,
LABOR realistic; and enriched curriculum for public education, and has- AND

rif------; believed that the gulf between education expeences and lifePUBLIC
EDUCA- . . experiences should be narrowed andmerged into a unified and

TION meaningful fotality.2 7
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Hutton igzwriting in the introduction to a carefully dOcumented and
professionally-produced UAW. publication entitled "Labor's HistoricSupport
of Public. Ethication: -A Chronology." The next 85 pages chronicle that hist ry
from 1820 to 1974; interspersed with a compendium .of dozens of quotati ns
oh: the nature of education, ranging from Aristotle to Leonard Woodcock t is
an impressive rendition of a theme that recurs in the labor literature.

Or, as Tyler says in his essay "Career Education and Society's Imperatives,"

Over these many decades, American labor has continued its original interest
in a system of education that would prepare people for a life_ in the
workplace and the community. 2 8

Career 'education's -assertion that it sees itself as a movement for total
educational reform is vied by labor, given the aforementioned definitional
dilemma, as potentially troublesome. As over 9,000 schools at the elementary
and secondary level have adopted some form of career development program

,-and' 3 'percent of the systems have enacted comprehensive programsthe labor
movement views these developments 'with apprehension, Particularly iri the
wake of programs allowing the private sector to take control of some elements
within the public schools that labor generally opposed, such as performance
contracting and voucher plans.

;;Labor organizations will not support career education unequivocally until
the, educators can assure themunequivocallythat the implementation of.
perparation for work/concepts does not meaj1 the future' demise of the public
school system.

The AFI,:.-CIO Executive Council in 1972 expressed one form of concern for
the' "narrowing" effect of career education:

NARROWING
OR,

BROAD- -
ENING
OFb

ctiolcE

It is difficult to avoid the implication that what is really in-
volved is not so much an 'upgrading of career education as
an effort to find an excuse for -lesS Federal support for

'higher education. . .

The AFL-CIO supports career education but we ;Will not
allow it to be won at the expense Of narrowing opportuni-
ties for higher education.29

This passage refers to the narrowing' effect of career education plans on
ecfUcational institutions. A 'Corollary, and perhaps even more strongly held,
concern of organized laborarising out of their perceptions of the long-Trming
controversy over "dual systern"-neducationis the narrowing, effect of career
education for individuals.

r I



"One Or;the badstendencie of the egee.i.",educators,'' Sessions writes, "is to
.force young peopledirectIy or indirectly -to make career decisions too

eariy."3 0 This, statement correlat9s closely with other critical evaluations of
the OE model of career developmtent.-:

Until the career .education -Movement.. can Produce. evidence that their
concepts increase rather than decrease options for students, as they advance
through the educational system, much of organized labor will remain on the
sidelines as interested observersbut not on the field as zealous participants.

This issue. seems to be a key point that needs resolution in the career
education: debate. Sessions has noted that many authors seem "to liave read
closely some of the labor documents on the subject and dedi Fled they share
labor's. concerns. ".3i He goes on to clarify the way that labor has been anxious
that

career 'education may treat students-aS simply future economic producers,
rather than flesh and .blood people who are workers but who are also
consumers, members of family groups;ditizens of the community .and the
world and individuals striving to fulfill the best that is in theni.3

..- His assessment that Others' outside of labor share this view is corroborated
by such indicatIOns as the following assessment, written by an educator active
in career education, in a letter to the author:

Organized labor because of its hostility to 'equating ..a: career with an
occupation, is. one of the strongest forces available to suppoitt a broad
concept of career education.3 3

It would appear to be, at the very-least, tactical error to sandwich "Labor"
BUSINESS between -"Business" and "Industry" in *describing that.
LABOR- "community." tut it is not merely impolite syntax: career

INDUSTRY educators may be _committing a conceptual- sin this
coLukB0-

RATION construction.

Hoyt has listed at least seven ways in which career education hopes' the
"business-labor-industry".community will collaborate:

1. Serving as resource-personsin classrooms

2. Offerin obseryational work experiechces for students and edticators

3. PrOviding knowledge and consultatipn concerning the nature of work
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4. Assist schools to aid students in transition to work roles

5. Humanizing the work environment

EncOuraging career education in the educational system

7. Helping define and prothote productive use olleisure time.3 4

We have' indicated on previous pages why some Of these goals may be-
.

unclear: or inadequate to unions. The additional point. to stress here is the
apparently careless and possibly destrUctive formulation 'of- buSiness, irrdustry,
and labor as bonded together in a community of interest: There are; as noted
above, real sources of conflict and antagonism between managenient and labor.
To submeige -these differences in a haphazard construct that invites facile
statements which do not correspond to social reality is to invitcdisastrous
consequences: Again, a conceptual Clarificaticin will be demanded by labor and
is very much in order.

It is useful to conclude this section with a methodology- similar .t6 The
'preceding conclusion., That is, a comparison of two.-divefgent.lists is helpful to
Assess Ivhere.we need to go from here.

For one set we return to .the early :statement of concepts, of Marland's
Career Education. He presents ten concepts which emerged from the First
National, Conferencebn, career Education, sponsored by the Chainber of
Commerce.Of the United States. Though Marian& asserts that labor had .a high
degree of participation inthe partnership which produced these concepts; it
may be more useful to 'analyze' the listing as .the: "management agenda", for
educatiorial reforth. The conceptS are:

-1. Exchange programs between business-labor-industry and school person-.
nel.

1. Field trips for students

.3. Work expe nce-4for all school students

4: School- industry ob placement programs,

5.. Occupational R ource Persons

6. Year- round- school staffed partly by business-labor-industrial- personnel

7. Retired workers as resource persons

.
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8. Work as more personally safisfying to the individual worker

9. Every student leaving school equipped with a Marketable job skill

10. Every student leaving schibol able to find work"

, For comparison (and it is also interesting to contrast the above program with.
,

Wirtz and Tyler and what follows) he is an early list of "Questions One Might
Ask of Career Education." It. *as prepared by Kenneth R. Edwards, Director,
Skill Improvement Training, International Brotherhcidd of Electrical Workers.

1. Will Career Education- work?

2. Will it supply dignity to the "world of work?"

3. Will our present teachers be capable of teaching the "world of work?"

4. How will teachers gain the actual on-the-job experience needed to make
career education work and at whose expense?

5.- Can students be taught and will they accept the ethics of work?

- 6. Can a student .:,make a tentative career choice by the end
kindergarten? Can he make a choice of the career or careers he wishes
to explore by the end of the 6th grade? Will he be mature by the 9th
grade to actually make a firm choice of an occupation?

7. Will employers, who now require a baccalaureate degree, lower- their
standards to accept career educated employees? (

8. HOw will- present schools . meet the needs for career counseling and
placement?

9. What will be the overall effect of vocational skill training in a formal
education environment?

10. How many workers will be displaced when attempts are made to place
teachers and students on jobs, to gain work experience?

Can parents accept career education as a direct replacement for the
time honored dream of a college education for their children and how.
may parent attitudes be changed?



12. Will the occupational community bettised as a source of information . o

educators'assume that they. know what is best?
/

13. Who will evaluate career education and serve as a source of observa-
tionthe. educators, the government, the gejral public or the
occup5tional community?

14. How will-work, itself, be made meakningful to all?

15. Can the organizational and administrative structure of educatiol be
changed to accept the full impact of career-education?

16. Will the proposed benefits to be gained exceed the cost?

17. Will so much emphasis on the "world- of work" tend to lower the
intellectual level. of this country, making it somewhat b4ckwards?

18. Will career education cause a flood on the labor market of semi- trained
persons and in the long-run, reduce wages and working conditions?3 6

Despite any assertions by career educators to the contrary, these questions
of the conceptual framework and theoretical bases of career education re-main
unanswered or only partially answered. Proof of this state of affairs is available
in the practical applications of the concepts, the subject of the operational
considetatioils section which follows. .

Operational Considerations

Even accepting for the sake of 4gument the philosophy of this projectiik
we have grave doubts about its Assible implementation. . .. We continue
to believe that career education, properly interpreted, has an important
place in the reformation of the sChOol curriculum, and -that the
reformation of that curriculum'. should be a subject .of major attention.
We do. not wish the school system to clean its house by abandoning it
and moving 'into ours.

Department of Research & Education
'international Union of Operating Engineers, 197337 ".

There is an organic relationship beteen -the instances .of practical
application of career education concepts which we examine here and the
recommendatons for change which follow.
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The "heft" of this section, hoWever, may give the delusion that it is of
secondary import in comparison to other aspects of this paper. This is illusory.
There is a simple explanation for the paucity of examples of interaction, best
phrased by an educator who wrote to the author,

I am sorry that thy response has been so tardy. Howeiret, this most
probably reflects that there are very few. successful interactions between

. labor and the schools. I am very sorry to admit this sad state of affairs
but note that educators, as a whole, haVe been less than enthusiastic in
dealing with organized labor.38

Four distinct but . interrelated categories, each of which- is discussed
,separately, constitute the Operational considerations we must address: These
are:

The "Turf" problem ;.

Roles of participants in the schools
Labor aka curricular Subject
Work-experience and economic realities.

The issue raised in the statement by the Operating Engineers which appears
above is essentially a question of "turf." We use this word with

THE the conscious intention of invoking images of the colloquial
"TURF" meanings associated with "turf," for at: the core this is an issue

PROBLEM of institutional, territory; of what is appropriate for. the School
and the Onion.

The document, from which the operating engineers statement is lifted is a
good example of the territorial issue: Entitled "A Critical Analysis of the Texas
EduCation Agency--- United States Office of Education 'Career Education
Cluster Plan.' " It was adapted by the AFL -CIO in convention .as a .policy
statement in 1973. While it isLat necessary to quote extensively from the
statement, the following excerpts provide some of the flavor Of the critique:

The USOE-Texas Education Agency's career education "construction
cluster" proposal is seriously misguided both in conception and in detailin
strategy and tactics.

*****************

Every heavy equipment apprenticeship program spends more per student
training 'operatingengineers than the richest public school district spends
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per student in all subjects combined. The public schools couldn't duplicate
this investment, nor should they.

*****.k******44***

The schools should give students a better idea of the challenges and
possibilities available in the world of work: In the construction industry, the

. Industrial Arts Cuiriculum Projects World of Construction series is i.step in
the right direction.3.9

.
.These sorts of specificA,points critiquing existing career education practices

must be taken into account in ongoing activities. Leaving aside the work-
experience issue for the moment, the issue raised here-regarding whose turf the
description and organization of job details should be is a major one. In
resporise to the .author's generalized request for inforMation on their career

'7- education activities, many unions sent examples of their work in the area of
job description. The Associated Artists and Actors of America, for example,
described: their publications on acting." American Federation of MusiCiaris
responded with several slickly-produced brochures on music careers.' "e
Telecommunications -International Union sent job descriptions for careers in
the telephone industry.

These are only a few examples; there are many more, which include .

.occupations as diverse as electrical workers, barbers, and' bartenders. What has
been amply demonstrated is that unions cOnsider career developiment rfiaterials
in their own fields to be their right and responsibility-jn short, their turf. The
questions they raise regard the' practice of career educators who, either through
ignorance or choice, disregard these materials, and in consequence- invade
labor's turf.'

ROLES
OF

SCHOOL
PARTI-

CIPANTS

. The previous iss
function of the pu
have 'seen, this take
public education. A
of thOse who are ass

x.ie is directly related to the issue of- the
lic school. At .the conceptual level, as we
the form of historic support by unions for
the operational level, the form is -the role

ciated with schooling.

"I have never attempted to mil 'a cow," write John Sessions in' "Unions,
EduCation and Employment," "b t I am vain enou to think that could sa.
develop a better curriculum' on ho to do it than could most dairy farmers."a3
In the same articlejle spells it out:

.am conVinced that teaching is a highly skilled profession. Students.
learn.. . better if the learning takes place 'under the direction of a
professionally qualified teacher.4
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rWThe implication is that career educati must, .first, be More careful- in
clarifying the roles of the classroom teacher and others associated with -the
enterprise and, second, maintain public control of public.schooling. Elsewhere
Sessions has stated fla/tly that labor was totally opposed to CIE's "employer-
based model" for carer. education .4 5.. It is .not difficult -'to anticipate, then,
labor's anxiety over career eduCation and the relationship of "outside forces"
to the schools. This has, in fact; beerethe case at the operational level. A.sIone
educator stated to the 4uthor,

organized labor contributes very little to career education at the local school
level. The adversary relationship they have with Management.eems to .Carry
over. . . . This provides a particularly adverse effect when contrasted with
the general cooperation received from business and inslustry.4 6 -

We will return .to this issue lin a slightly modified form when we discuss
work experience. It . remains an obstacle to be removed before effective
implementation at the local level can occur.

Previous discussions of the image of work' and of the lack Of knowledge Of
labor his:tory among educators and its consequences

LABOR career education ,curriculum: have touched on another
IN T:factiCal prOblem in the view of unions. In general, the

THE . issue, is the absence_ of labor studies at all leVels ofCURRICULUM
schooling. Specifically, the question is, one of 'career

educators' commitment to their student's learning about the role of unions in
their future jobs.

Stephen H. Confer, of 'the, COminunications WorkerS of Arnefica (cwA)
Headquarters/Staff Training, delineated the issue succinctly:

In addition to the obvious reasons wily labor's/ point of view should be
considered, membership an ,inv lvement in -a union` may well be an
UnPortant part of the young persons' working; life, a part which has been
ignored by specialists in career education, up to this time.4 7

.

And W. H. McClennan, President of ' the International Association
Firefighters, has commented on the broader issue::.

.;
is MY conviction that Wit_ essential to an improvement- in this general

situation for schools at all. levels to provide. adequate; unprejudiced
instruction in labor histofy; organization and-functioning. TiS should begin
in high school andshOuld certainty be offered.at the uniVreriity-level. 4 8.
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Because such instruction has not been a part pf the career education model
in tile past, labor has- again avoided an enthusiastic commitment to implemen-
tation.

af all the impediments to practical application of. career education
concepts, labor's attitude toward work .experience may be

WORK the most significant; Because the theory and 'practice of
EXPERIENCE work experience in educkion touches upon so many

elements of real or perceived' conflict between labor
interests and management interests, it may well 'prove to be the issue that
ultimately determines the outcome of many of the other facets of the
labor-education relationship.

Though other factors have appeared in the debate over work experience;
., there seem to be five primary areas urgently requiring,recognition in practice:

1) remuneration;
2) protective laborlaws;

if3) productivity;'
4) thieniOloyment;-and
5) apprentiqeships:

. Let us look' more closely at each: .

1) :Remuneration: To career educators the question of paid versus unpaid.
work experience is open to aebate..Hoyt, among others, has indicated that he

. sees a need for both forms; he coliceiyes a spectrum of activities- culminatingIn
paid work experience "as the student moves closer to m_ aking bonafide
occupational choices.' 9

. .

In contrast, unions view 'unpaid work experience as-anathema. As Sessions
has noted,.

7DiSiussions about :1;arners in the workplace .' ten)d to proCeed with
equanimity until_ thee concept becomes sullied by the practical subject o
remUneiation.511

.;.

We necessarily return to this subject throughout the remainder of thi
discuSsion. But, tdgeneialize, on the "practical subject of _remuneration," there
is a basic conflict ors the question of whether students should be paidJ
EducatorS . say, "Sometimes; how ipften depends on ;the' nature of th
experience." -UnioniSts:retort; "Hardly ever, and we will say when."
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-2) Protective Labor Laws: Union .leaders -consider the possibility. of the
destructipn of minimum wage and child 'labor laws throtigh misapplied work
experience prOgratris as a problem of intense degree. As Thomas F. Murphy,
president of the -international Union of Biicklayers and Allied Craftsmen.,
Wrote io.the author, Unions- are

extremely mindful and sensitive to the hazards of violations of child lab(Eir
laws, and the performance of work in frustratiOn of minimum wage .laws,
not to mention negotiated and prevailing rates.5 1

SeisionS has written exterisiveVr on this area, bluntly stating in one essay,
. .

Labor will not permit the erosion of the negotiated wage structure. Nor will
labbr permit violations of the child-labor laws in, the narrie of education.5

Given the: depth of union concern with this aspect of the work experience,
the literature and spokespersons of career education have been woefully
unresponsive in eir neassiirances that student workers do not in "PrLaclical
consequence r-iegat organized labor's historical task.

3). Productivity: changes called for .by career education,' according'
to 'Hoyt, "can; in my 'opinion, be viewed'ai making some contributions toward
increasing productivity 3 Productivity's relationship to edudation and the
workplace is actually a much- .broader issue than only work- eXperience aspects.
We raise it here HSpecifically to point out ,labor's fear that studentS in the
workplice will be manipulated by management to promote "speed up" in the
job situation.

: -

This is by no means a fantastic bit of labor propaganda in the ongoing battle
with management.: leaders have interpreted this- as a result Of their
experience with interns in several specific.sitnations: And as Wirtz indicate's, in
a slightly different context, in The Boundless Resource.:

This effort and' these prospects cannot be isolated from the concerns of the
American, labor Movement:Workers and their jobs are the essence of what,
unions are abbia. Unions, since their _inception, have. concerned themselves
with working conditions, pay, hours of work, : fringe benefits, grievance
Procedures, representation in :general; AO other agenda items not easily .

distinguishable from whatever is meant to be implied by "fluality of_work."
It the: unfortimate fact that unprincipled opportunists have tried to
exploit these new approaches as effective' "union. busting" tactics.: Because
increased, productivity is unquestionably' a principal, and entirely legitiinate,
concern of many management' partiCipants in these job enrichment and job
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tredesign efforts there will be a natural tendency among union lea ers to
suspect these 4 being merely- more elegant names for the old-fas ioned

.- speedup one more way to -exact higher profits from the eight -hour daY'..54.

..,ions see pragmatic :evidence that work experie (ce is not merely an
elegant name for speedup, th'ey will be contentious about their workplace

- prerogatives. r.

4) Unemployment: There is a very concrete, practical side to the issue of
full employment. in the economy and career education: When there are not
enough jobs for' Workers, who need to work to live, it is impoisible to create
jobs for students who are "exploring careers." As-Sessions points out,

On-the-job education programs don't work in Periods Of 'substantial
unemployment. . . Under conditions of widespread unemployment, it is
the educational program which will go down the drain, at least in unionized
industries.5 5

.
761 Another dimension of tie nem' pi oyme n t. issue involves the effect of

expanded career awareness. 4nd"opPlortunity. for traditionally excluded groups,
such as women and minorities,

Robert Lindsey reports in the September 12, 1976 "New York Times,"
that:

,.,

During the last two years, and espedially: in 1976, women have entered the
14job market at a pace cal. d "extraordinary" by Alan Greenspan, chairman

of the President's Council f Economic Advisors. . . their decisions to return
to work have torpedoed. . . forecasts of a leveling off of the nation's.
unemployment rate at 7 percent lily. the end of this year. .-. .5 6

x 141... . . .

The implicatfons for .work experience are clear. if the worker sees- the
student down the line or at the next ksk as potentially taking' a fellow
Unionist's job away after graduation (and,- with the realities of racism and
sexism, this will be particularly true if ;the. student is black or female), that
worker as au good trade unionist . must oppose,.in 'principle the on-the-job
education practice.

f
- It is an ironic contradiction; the positive effect of career education (and-the

women's m9vement, in this specific example) in encouraging job awareness and
- expanded vision helps to create the negative consequence of increased
unemployment and worker alienation.
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5) Apprenticeships: In the viewpoint of organized labor, a critical area in
which career educators must clarify their intentions is that of apprenticeship
programs. Many unions have worked hard to build, such programs on a
contractual basis with management, and are suspicious of any real or appare
attempt at:erosion of these programs.

.

To unions the apprentiCeship is the vehicle which .per its Work-experience'
in a learning situation within the context of negotiated labor-management
structures. Elsewhere in this papef we discuss some. .examples. of this context:
in the building trades, in the "turr' questiOn to soiree extern, and so on. tri
considering the operation Of career education concepts in practice we can point

flito these examples as areas of actual and potential conflict on apprenticeship-
related questions. .

s. There have been, cif- course, counter-examples of smoothly-functioning .

-pidgrarns which have pleased both labor leaders and educators in their.
operation. But to increase -the awareness level of career development
conceptualizers on this issue we need to point to instances in which things did
not run smoothly. Any implementation of career education concepts, in other
words, which- avoids, 'neglects or negates the established apprenticeship '-

programs which it touches upon will-probably 'find itself in Serious trouble, and
probably sooner rather than later.

We will give the last word on work experience and labor to a career
education expert working-closely with labor on the local level.
sums up our previous. discussion and serves as a transition to the followin
sections on strategies for change:

As representative organizations, labor. unions by their very nature must
support the interests oT their current. members, rather than those of
potential new members. Students are only potential members with _zero
seniority. Any appeal in-behalf of students is balanced against the needs;
real br otherwise, of current members. . . . While unions do not hire people
they surely do prevent people from being hired,. This contributes to the
negative image of opposing everything whic-h organized labor
sometimes has.. . . The protection afforded by a union .contract is

.

meaningless to the person who has no job. Only after you get the job'does it
take on meaning.

As a career educator interested in preparing students for employment as a
meaningful part of a total career, the last thing I need is organized labor;
curtailing my opportunitie5 to place students on sites where actual work
experience can be gained. Yet this is precisely what happens. Students are
often placed in non-union situations with lower piy and .benefits because

I
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there Lis no way we can gain a placement-in a union situation. As I see it,
many labor leaders think career education is fine as long as it takes place
totally within the confines of a school. Any real' world experienCe that
amounts to more than visiting and observing is verboten. 'However, many
students need the experience of actually doing, not merely to gain skill but
as a motivational device. They need despeiately to learn that they can
achieve, that they -are competent, that they are capable of acting on the
world rather than constantly' reacting to it. If they can gain this knowledge
it then acts as a stimulus to achievement .of academic skills.5 7

PART II STRATEGIES

There has been much'- current emphasis in the schools on "career
education." In an effort to make the development' of career education
realistic, and meaningful, the AFL-CIO nationally and itS affiliated unions
and State federations have been deeply"irrvolved in planning activities. The
active involVement, of labor in the earlieSt phases of planning is essential if
career education programs are to be successful. In an unfortunate 'number of

n}/situations, employers. have b en invited to participate in career education
planning but unions have ot. fil other instances, it has sometimes appeared
that it was not labor's advice which has been wanted so much as its seal of
aPproval..

. ..--

Labor representatives have effectively expressed- their concern with this
narrow approach to casreer education. Some of the most blatantly misguided
career education Proposals have;been shelved, among them "the employer-
based model of career education," a plan which was strongly opposed by
the AFL-CIO...

Labor has warned against permitting -vaguely, thought through ;career
education plans, to convert the schools into little more than job training

_ institutions. Relating education to the world of work is important, but it is
equally important that education be related to preparing students' for the
demands of citizenship, for their future roleS as members of their. families,
and for the fullest development of their human potential. Although most of
the. official spokesmen for career education pay lip service to this principle,
their actions _coo not always follow their rhetoric.

Considering the importance which has been placed on career education, it is
remarkable that it has received almost no funding in its own right. Schools
everywhere are building "career information centers" out or free literature,
a very undependable way of gathering reliable information.
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What money has been available for career ethication has been largely taken
from discretionary funds appropriated under the Vocational Education Act.
This means that to the extent that career, education prospers, there is less
money for vocational education.

Equally alarming have been the continuing efforts of the Department of
Labor and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to explore
ways to relax child labor and minimum wage laws for teenagers. Ina period
of high unemployment, the inevitable result of relaxing these laivs would be
to encourage employers to hire low wage. teenagers at the expense of adult
workers.

"The AFL-CIO Platform Proposals," 197658

As much as possible; in this part of the paper, organized labor speaks not via
the authOr's interpretations,:but- for itself.

It seems to be a fact of action-oriented research that the portion_ suggesting
specific proposals or recommendatiOns is always far shorter than the section
oriented toward intellectual, abstract and/or analytical discussion. This is
partially a function of the predilection of researchers to_ poptificate and,
philosophize. This-- is not, we hope, the predominant (operant factor in this
parti6ular research paper. Rather, the author maintains, in this case the cause is
the level of lack of interest and participation in career education by unions
thus far. A necessary consequence of this low level of input is a relatively low
level of output in the form of analytical statements and position papers. This
situation is rapidly changing, as is-labor's attitude toward the potential benefits
of career education. .

But the past neglect of the' career education movement by the labor
movement (and vice versa) is reflected in these comments submitted- to the
author by union spokespersons:

Unfortunately,. I cannot answer your questions on 'career education simply
because we have no current information, studies, or experience.. . .5 4

*** **************

I'm afraid there's not much more we can tell you. We are maintaining our
interest however, even though it is not one of our top priorities.60.

'41e****************

I regret to tell you that we have no data that would .be of assistance to
you. . . Our main concerns are -elsewhere, and as a consequence we have
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neither collected nor developed the material upon which to base a public
position.6

educators to take-each other seriously and begin to
and

out methods of
implementation. When active unions 'are the iLde and passive unions the
exception, progress will have been made.

Hoyt, in a recent address, listed the "basic restraints to implementation" as
the following "Obstacles":

1. The Pendulum Problem of "bringing a proper emphasis to education; as
preparation for work."

2. The Impotence Image that "the greatest power of career education lies in
its complete impotencein its absolute dependence on the increased
strengthening of a wide variety of existing educational programs."

3. The Definitional Dilemma of "our attempt to redefine the four-letter
word, "work"and so to change the meaning of education as prepara-
tion for work."

4. The Teacher Trap that insists that. "while career echication is a truly
collaborative effort, the-classroom teacher is the key person involved in
its successor its failure."

5. The Collaborative Quandary, or the problem of "crying for educational
reform while admitting, from the, outset, that educators will never be
able to bring about this reform by themselves."6 2

Every aspect of these restraints_ has direct connections to career education
vis-a-vis organized labor. One can state it more strongly: labor is inextricably
involved in all five "obstacles" and can choose to help or to hinder each

-situatiorr.

The sections which follow begin to explore the short- and lon'g-range
consequences of this reality.

'

Short-Range Implementation

An Introduction to Career Education lists 'five, initial implementation tasks
for the "business-labor-industry" community:

1. Provide observational, work experience, and -work-study opportunities
for students and for those who educate students...
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2. Serve as career development resource personnel. , .
4

3. Participate in part-time-and full-time placement programs.

4. Participate:actively and positively in programs designed to reduce worker
alienation. .

5. Participate in career education policy forrfiulation.6 3

Before labor enthusiastically embraces its role (and its bedfellows) in this
'communal pursuit, it has its own initial implernelltation agenda to which career
education must respond. Lab Or's agenda has nOt been stated as succinctly as
OE's, but by interpolating from various staterne is in recent.years, it is possible
to classify the labor plan for- implementation to three general task-oriented

. -proposals:

A. Increase the participation of organized labor in ongoing career develop-
ment programs, and -make certain it is understood that such participa-
tion justifiably reflects' the interests and needs of workers in the
workplace.

B. Reconsider and revise, the framework for work-experienee to take, into
account labor's view of economic realities (such as unemployment) and
the needs of workers for protection from management incursions (such
as in negotiated wage structure and productivity).

C. Encourage the infusion of labor. study programs as -part of comprehen-
sive career education at all school levels, with union involvement in.. .curriculum development.. .

These proposals - reflect the initiative of specific labor Organizations and
individuals. The remainder of this section documents these initiatives by citing
the sources from which the above proposal's evolved.

"I find little in the literature of career education;" Writes John Sessions,
"which sees- labor as a. creative resourc'e."64 Up sees the

PROPOSAL question of how to invol!ie 'Organized labor as straightforWard
A and siinple:

In developing career programs . . . the manpower training arm of
organized labor is the Human Resources Development Institute.. . Their
nearest field representatives -can be contacted by calling the 'AFL-CIO local'
central body. . . and the time to do it is the morning of the first day that
you decide it might be a good idea to begin a career development
program. . . .6 5
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Al Lorente of the UAW has proposed advisory committees at Federal, State,
regional and ideal .levels. in which organized labor will play .a leading role. Here

. is Lorente's list of what can be 'expected of labor representatives on these
committees:

Assistance as new goals and objectives- are developed for public education,
making it more relevant to the trVe needs of students.

Assistance in the recruitment of a cadre of resource personnel from
.organized labor who can supplement guidance and counseling activities.

Lend assistance in the expansion- of cooperative and distributive educa-
tional programs, harnessing the wealth of learning potential provided. by
the total community.-

-

Assist in confirming needed peiformance indicators or ,objectives, that are
developed for students. These indicators, or objectives, could relate to all
instructional areas, whether it be career development, academic, voca-
tional or technical subject areas:

Provide input, to develop, support and endorie new funding mechanisms
that are needed to improve. public education and insure :that quality
education is made available to all students involved in the,pUblic education
process.6 6

07.

In a significant. endorsement, Lorente has expressed general agreement with
OE's approaches; the UAW believes that they are basically "on the right track."
But Lorente, has publicly expressed one suggestion specifically aimed at OE and
its organizational patterns. In congressional testimony before the- House
Committee on Education and Labdr in February 1976, he commented on a
UAW "special concern:" -

That concern centers around' tfie fact that *eke is no representative from
organized labor on the National Advisory .Council for Career Education.
This glaring omission has created resentment; suspicion-end hostility toward
career 'education from various sectors of organized labor.6 7

- That same testimony contained 'other comments related to labor involve-
ment. Lorente suggested expanding "the definition of Career education to
include more than job awareness, exploration, decisionmaking and plan-
ning." 6 8 And he goes on to describe how the UAW developed its positions

.;
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part throUgh contact with the Michigan Career Education Advisory Cmmis7.
sion. Their partiCipation there, in fact, leads Lorente to predict that:

when anef if a representative from organiied lab sits on the National
Advisory Council, promotion and implementation of ciireer education will
be accomplished much easier:6.9

. .

It will be interesting to see if (and when). this prediction proves accurate in
the future.

In his congressional testimony, Lorente identaWsanother area of involve
.

ment for laborencouraging policymaking bodies to fully fund career
education programs. .He refers to the specific provisions of the bill (HR 11023)
under. consideration and suggests expanding the funding provisions and
removing the strict time lines to make funding more readily available to school.
districts.

These comments are a direct predecessor to the proposals offered by .the.
American Federation:, of. Teachers (AFT) in a ReSolution of their August 1976,
convention. Soine of their lipplementation guidelines deal' with long-range
implications and. are discussed in the next section. But other proposals have.
merit as short-range a tion tasks:

.
trainarlg.pro rams should be expanded

Information ati ut 'careers, should be compiled and made ge erally
available

:.Adult education rograms must be expanded

Restrictions agai st adult use of schools should be re-examined.? °

Looking backward, to 1974, the Resolutiori on!'Education in General" by
the 16th Internation Union of. Electrical, Radio add Machine 'Workers.(IUE)
Convention contains yen points directly addressintcareer education:

If

1.. Reorder priori tie stress education J

2. Support grant to deVelop non-sexist curricular mate.rialand-Orograins
..

3. Fight sexism and racism in education

4. Encourage educational innovations,
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'5: Replace regressive taxes with direct Federal funding for schools

6. Increase funding for vocational and adult education, provided it is
broadly-construed

.7. Continue to fight for increased funds for higher education

8. Supportaa program of 16 years of free public education for all

9. Recommend renewed efforts to end school segregation and encourage
cultural pluralism

10. Support broad-based democratic decisionmaking in the educational
system.71

All of these examples point to the same end:' greater labor involvement in
career education theory, concepts, and operation. "Many. ... pitfalls.. . could

.

have been avoided," asserts Sessions; 'glad there been better involvement of
.organized labor in developing plans for career education."' 7 ''

Since we have dealt so extensively with this issue in previous sections, we
will' let suffice here three statements regarding oil-the-job

PROPOSAL. education which. articulate a laboi perspective. The first is
B from Al Lorente,'S previously-cited testimony:

The proposed legislation should specify that work experience: means
-non-paid work experience.

.

We are also of the firm opinion that student hands-on activities, with
emplOyerS, which involves direct ,remuneration will surely lead toward
justification to change child labor laws and relax minimum .wage standards.
Further, there is a distinct danger that this activity jeoPardizes the job
security of the existing work force: Viable alternatives to this activity can be
developed.'

Thet second is contained in the AFT's recent resolution:
-Alternative programs which hive a career orientation may be proviclet for
students.. . . While some of these may involve 9)rk experience, they must
be carefully :constructed so that they are clearly the responsibility of the,
public schOol systerri.. .

Where .career education programs involve any -kind of experience at the
job site they sthould be tried only in .industries where there is full
employment and/ where no adult workers will be displaced. . .
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In ;the. third, Sessions comments on a specific' proposition regarding
remuneration:

If educationally-designedo work experjenc s involve unusual training costs
for the employer, if the. student worker is not able to perform as the
employer expects his :regular, apprentices to perform, then the answer is mit
to lower 'the pay scales but to provide subsidization fw the empl'Oyeti-
Stibsidization should not be provided by tax 'credits, but by contracts, and
only where the employer can 'demonstrate that the costs of the training are
substantial. Here again, it is evident that planning the work experience must
be a cooperative effort of the schools, the employers, and the unionS.7

The reader' may judge the accuracy and feasibility of these statements as
Concepts. Educators must respond to the concerns and perception's of
organied labor as 'they implement programs in lobal school systems. We return..
to Sessions who aptly sums up:

All in all, 'on-the-job educational programs then can be a valuable part of the
oval experience provided that they are controlled by public-
thorities as a coMpOnent of a complete curriculum, provided
s, unions and other relevant community groups participate in

ntinuous planning one; basis of equality, and provided that
adopt policies designed to create a full-employment

total educa
education
that - :employe
the initial and
as a nation w
economy.76

Not only the children of working-class families but all Americans need to
know more about the history of labor in this country. As

PROPOSAL Richard 0. Boyer and Herbert Morris stress in Labor's Untold
C Story,

Labor's story, still untold and largely issing from textbooks and
conventional history, is more than an . account of strikes, spies, and
frame-ups, of or tanizing and building unions of men and women fighting
and dying for .b-'"' r'lives in a better America... .

'Furidamentally,-latiOr's story is the story.of the Arnerican people. To
1 _view it narrowly, to cdnCentrate on the history of specific trade unions or

on the careers of indivichials and their rivalries would be to miss the point
a- that the great forces which have swept the American people into action have

'been the very forces that have also molded labor."

This will stand 'as an excellent conceptual framewo4 for the task at hand,
but theAmplementation of that goal of spreading lainieils story is far from
accomplished. It is alb unionists' contention that the career education
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_., .
movement, both as an act of-4gOod faith and in the interests of academic and
curricular completeness, must infuse the study of labor- into the career
development concept.. - -.!

Labor, it goes Without saying, be -delighted to help in this enterprise
Career educators may draw on the organizational expertise of union education
departments and follow the, models of union-school cooperation which have
produced such ventures as the American Federation of State, Count S; and
Municipal EmployeesCollege of New Rochelle- "District -31 Campus;". the
District 65Distributive Workers of AmeritaHofstra University 'Institute of
Applied Social Science;" and the AFI4C10 Labor Studies Center." These are
just three among other current examples of the historical precedent of union
involvement in the education of workers, stretching nearly .a century.andp a
half.

.

Career education, too, may dep nd on the expert aid of unions in the
development of relevant( curnculuri and instructional materials. The UAW .

education department, for example, has produced sophisticated programmed'
textbooks on work-related issues." As another exampli; in al collaborative
effort of representatives from edii qtidnal and labor organizations, a compre-
hensive curriculum package called /"Labor Unions: Progress and Promise" has
been produced.

According to 1;)ne of the develdpers, Hal Kessler, the material was developed
because-the response to the question "does the curriculum include a substantial
and fair treatment of thre role o organized' lahor in American society?" musty
be answered in the negative. He ntinues:

There is a great deal-that h to' be done by way of labor education within,
the union, but I suggest even more important is the fact that
teachers. .. have an obligation to deal with the problems and progress the
American labor movement' in their classroorris.8

Among the topics coverea,.besides .an historical perspective on ,unionism,

. -

are:,

--the structure and fun4tions of unions

collective bargaining

contracts
grievances and griev,ance procedures

the role of unions in the community.
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It is this sort of study material that organized labor wants to see-as a.part of
the career curriculum.

And what of the outcome for the learners after they study such Materials?
Gus Tyler phrases it best iri a series of qUestions that points the way:..

I should like to see a thOroughgoing review and revision of textbooks and
school curriculums with an 'eye to the image of tabor and'. the labor
movement. Who built our, railroadsI mean who built it, not who financed
it? Our canals, highways, skyscrapers, tunnels? Who created our work songs,
our sea chanties, our plantation melodies? Who ended child -labor, opened
free schools, established clinks, provided housing, battled for major Tiumane
legislation over a century and a half? What is a union, a contract, a
grievance, a strike? Why hai%men and women died for their union as they
have died for their country?/Who is William Sylvis, Samuel Gornpers, Phillip
Randolph, John Mitchell, Mother Jones, Andrew Furuseth, Morris Hilquit,
Bill Haywood?, In 'short, .there. isl'a great heritage in American labor. that,,
properly related; would create pride in being one of that great class that
works--- really works for a liVing.8

Long.Range Implications

In tile long-term view; what are the implications of the issues we have raised
and the implementation strategies we have discussed? For answers, we need to
return to our most helpful sourcesthe OE policy paper and the union
spokespersons.

Taken as a whole, three seations of An Introduction .to. Career Education
serve as the foundation foii a long-range outlook on the prospects for such
educational reform to succeed.. The twenty -five "programmatic. assumptions"
provide a set of researchable hypotheses to stiMulate .developmenta; probes.

rnNine "learner outcofs,"-Iisted as essential- goals, demonstrate the framework
for evaluating indivi&al accomplishment as students leave schools. .;And the
foUrteen "basic educational changes chanipioned by career educatiqn" enunci-

..ate a manifesto for innovation by which one can judge_ the broad impact of the
movement on educational institutions:82

The OE paper finds. three basic implications in the'assumptiOns,.outcomes,
and changes they propose. These are:

1. Though initial . career education reforms are not expensive, total
educational reform will be:



A

t .

Much ,-of the addition money required is available in tax-suppotted
educational systems o side the plelic K-16 systems.

3. The days of educati al isolationism are over.° 3
.

In terms of organized labor's relatioaship to these refo,106; there seem to be
three. long term strategies which-correspond in some yhys to tie implications
of OE's formulation. Briefly, these can be summarized as:

,--- , ,A. Clarification by unions of their, posOilns on career education and
.. iincreased initiative to gain acceptance of tfleir concepts within the career

education movement.,
4....

1

B. Expansion and triodification of walk-experience to include union-
sponsored apprenticeship and on-thijob training programsin theory
and practice. ---,-

C. R.eCognition and consolidation of the role of labor.- education
interpreting and implementing lifelong learning.

Each of...these- three ng-range propositions needS .f.0".'be examined mole
closely

As an outgroWth of their -perception of exclusion from definitional
processes- in the stages of the career education movement, unions ave

4. becoine more assertive in demanding representation and
PROPOSITION consultation. In the long run this =is. a healthy and. po itive

A phenomenon. -Even now many labor correspoiidents hare
. indicated to-the author increased confidence in the ev r lying

conceptUal framework for career developfilent programs. OE's policy-pa er, in
fact; did have labor _input and was a solid first step toward facilitating
collaboration.

A concrete vantage of labor sup(ort will be the historical "clout'unions
hthre been ablF to provide in lObbying.for funding for public education. If

./organized ;labor will throwits Weight behind career education, that alliance will
provide..re§olute- and formidable, power is the reforms move from he initial
demonstration (and inexpensive) to the total infusion (and.expenshie ) phases.

g-

Another development relevant to this discussion should be' encouraged by
career' e c4tors. Unions are beginning to,issue specific and detailed resolutions
and statements on education and work. The more codified material available
from labor, the better able career educators will be to respond to aearly-stated
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critique, and anal sislof their plans. This process Will -clear up misunderstand-
ings, on -the one hand, and highlight any deep philosophical, and 6leoretical
differences, on the other. Both.parties to the debate will know which issues are
trivial. and which substantial. Clear and reasoned responses will follow.

Because this initiativeon--thepar-t--of organizedlaborte--el-arify--their
attitudes toward career education in formal position papers is so significant,
three of the recent statements are reproduced in their entirety in the ap
The 1974 IUE Resolution "Education in General," the 1976 "UAW areer
Education Statement," and the 1976 AFT Resolution `!Education and Work"
deserve careful reading for what they may portend.

Relating both to the question of 'non-public school education and to
isolationism is the long term implication of the -union

PROPOSITION attitude toward- work-experience. Without reviving ourB
earlier debate about paid vs. unpaid, labor laws, etc., what

seems to need intensive exploration is the relaticiship of work - experience in
career eduCation to apprenticeships-in labbr education.

Unicins have taken the position that much of the work-experience career
educators want students to have can take place within the frainework of
already established' on-the-job educational opportunities spon-sored by Orga-
nized labor. This position ;would appear to answer OE's request to seek
supportive funding for,career education in alternative educational systems. It
is, for-example, to a large extent tax supported: through the U.S Department
of Labor alone, more than 400,000 people at a cost of $35 million a year are
involved in union-sponsored training.$ a. In one. case, a summer program for
vocational exploration jointly sponsored. by the AFL-CIO and the. National
Alli.Ince of BuSinessmen has received Labor Department funding.85 And-thare
needs to be more 'study, of organized labor's role at the ,State level, as in
the instance of their support' of trade/technical prOgrams in the Wisconsin
vocational; technical and adult educatie* institutions and the exemplary
partiCipatiOn by the UAW in Michigan.

110

Unions can also help! to end -educational7isolationiSm. Through labor
educatiom.programs unions are already deeply involved in'.

PROPOSITION adult education. .As _Norman Eiger, Associate Director of
C the Rutgers University Labor Education Center, writes;

If adult education can be consideredAsThe genuS, then:labor.education can
properly be thought' of as, ,a speciali2td species of the 'broader- field. It is
diitinguished from adult education in the constituency it primarily serves,
how- that constituency is reached, . the institutions that provide labor
education, services, and its values, goals, content,. and methodology.8 6
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Eiger continues to state the five priorities for the. Center, in addition to
basic trade'union education:-

1. providing understanding of racism and involving labor in urban problem-
solving,

2. encouraging- other educational institutions to aid in wo ?king people's
learning, I.-

#

3. 'refining concepts of work. and leisure and promoting more productive
use of leisure,

4. enhancing understanding 'of' international labor, economic and social
affairs,

5. producing instru6tional materials8 7

-There is an obvious connection between these priorities': and career
education's promotion of-lifelong learning, In the long run both groups willbenefit if labor edUcators and career educators convene to disctiSs areas of
mutual concern. The researchers of both) fields, ' too; should "explore and
analyze,,the possibilities -for future cooperatiOn.,Based 'on their past academic

. arid instructiotal ventures, there should be in the future a prominent role for
labor educators in' the career education movement: Educators concerned with-
the educational needs, of workers have understood historically the concept of
lifelong learning _better than most. Career:education needs their experience,
perspectiye, and vision.

PART HICONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Some. Tentative Conclusions.

Though thiS is the end.. of this paper it may be only the beginning of the
topic.

What we conclude based on the past relationships between labor and careereducation may be outdated, given the ongoing redefinitions of those
relationships and their speedy evolution.

Nevertheless, we may return to the matters raised. in the Introduction toassess where things-stand now. In .doing this, we must still keep in mind our
'caution, our issue, and our question.

' .
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The caution to remember that labor and education may be different than
organized labor and the Office of Education remains appropriate. The evidence g*

.-does seem to indicate that we have dealt with most if not all of the major issue's
through that union-OE focus, and that in the near future both OE and the
unions will continue to define the pararhaters of the career education'
discussion.

It will be necessary, however, 'to explore other versions and visions of the
education-work nexus to complete the picture. The fesearch priorities of the
National Institute of Education, for example,- have been and will continue to

Jbe significant in- structuring the career education environment.. The approaches
r and projects of the Departments* of Labor and Commerce, and_ of private

organizations, are 'also informational resources.

In addition, the viewpoints of other educators and Conceptvalizers of career
development must be utilized. Particularly through the critiques oaf a "loyal.
opposition," new. directions in career education may emerge.

And in .a Somewhat different manner it is also important t-). mainta_in an
awareness of the internal dynamics of the trade union movement. The
potential shifts of emphasis and philosophy which may occur through the
aseendancy to positions of power of new labor leaders are variables to consider.
The realignments caused by rank arid rile -groups within the Union's; too, may
prove to contribute modifications in labor attitudes-toward career eduCation
programs.

if there is any method that can be devised to gain, input from the ranks of
unorganized workers;. that opinion also will be useful. We May continue 'to
focus, in other words, on the current.leaders in the movement; but within our
peripheral vision we need to kee ptlier forces Under observation.

The ideological irrfica.tions of the "fundamental issuer). we discussed in the
Introduction remains one of the considerations for ours future analysis. We can,
in fah t, link up.. withthe Introduction's "priniary question" .to suggest a
crucial conClUsion of this research.

.. .
Even after all the documentation and analysis of the preceding pages we are

no closer to r lying this fundamental issue and answering this priniary
question thanAwere in the Introduction. In fact, by stressing the current
situations and near-future probabilities, we actually may be a step further

,removed from resolution and solution. .- .t

. .

NAftWe need to res the tinderlying theoretical critiques which have emerged-
recently not from the educational .reformers mentioned previously but by the
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social critics thus far unmentioned. Such
Samuel. Bowles and Herbert Gintis;88
O'Toole;89 and, most, specifically, such
as Marvin .Lazerson and Norton Grubb

. unresolved questions which career educat

observers of the educational scene, as
such scholars of work as James

ritics: of vocational/career educ4tion
° have raised profound and as yet
rs cannot avoid.

The 'task, then; fojr the career educat on movement is to. move forward ontwo fronts: As seems now convention 4l, we can call One "theory" and theother "practice."

In practice caree i- education must riove beyond the demonstration phase
and into the imple entation phase an prove_ that the ponceptual framework

'within which the re s operate Is valid.-It is obvious 6n this front that trade
unions have played and will continue to play a pivotal role in the movement's
'success or failure.

The broader theoretical questions,.too, need responses..Career education hasin- -general opted fOr the basic economic, political, and social forms of
organization that defines, this country in the last. half of the twentieth century.
It is self-consciously reformist rather than revolutionary.

- .

, But the adequacy of reform solutions in career development; in education,
and in work, are exactly what are being called to task. In the adequacy of the
career educators' theoretical defense, and In the implementation of the
practical applications of that defense; lies the answer to those who challenge
reform as inadequate. Perhaps fortunately, Since it tends to sharpen the debate,it is not-yet clear whether career education theory and practice ddes meet that
challenge.

It may appear less Qbvious on the theOretical level that. the labor movementis essential to the definitional process. But by their very nature. they must
constantly deal with fundamental issuesof class, of race, of sex; of economic,
political, -and social forms. Without the laboir perspective on career education
thory: there may be no chance of constructing the reform rationale that needsto be articul'ate'd.

Our tentative -conclusion: then,. is best phrased in 'the form of a series of
three questions which remain to be' explored:

In what direction should our society move?

How will career education help or hinder that movement?-

And how does the labor movement -fit the direction of career education?
,

.
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Note. that 'our final. questions have been consciously constructed to be
possible .tom -saver simplistically. and conventionally, with "yesses" or

./ noes."

An Action-Oriented Summaiy
<, I

In 'the Preceding pages we have identified some of the issues and strategies
related to the relatiopship or organized labor-in the implementation of Career
education.

We indicated three levels of issue considerations: theoretical, cbnceptual,
and operational. We considered two aspects of strategic planning: short-range
implementation and long-range implications.

Among the theoretical considerations discussed were the following:

1. Hypotheses regarding =the nature of work and the applicabilitS, of these
to the theories held by' labor leaders and career educators;

2.' The exprision of educational theory to include not only formal
schooling but 'also learning situations other than the school, particularly
the mass media and specifically .televiSion;

3. Differing views of the transition between education and work and how
this-phase of career development is_ looked' at by union leaders and
educators.

Among the conceptual considerations raised were:.
1.

1. The problem of lack of definition of terms;

2. The relation of labor to public' education;

3. The potential narrowing of choice in career education in labor's view;

4. The real prospects for the collaborative relationships outlined in career
education tenets.

Among the operational considerations examined were these:
.;

1. The "Turf" problem of what are appropriate areas for which social
institutions;
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2. ROles of participants in the ,schools and h6w changes in them may be
. useful or not so useful;

3. The importance of latior as' a curricular subject in the viewpoint of each
area;

4. The economic realities of the work-experience question, including
ai, ramifications of the deb protectivee over . remuneration, protec labor laws,

productivity, .unempl6yme t, and apprenticeship:programs.

t,_ . Implementation strategies considered were threefold:

1. Increasing the participation of organized labor in ongoing career
development programs;

2. Reconsidering and. revising the frameWork for work-experience;

3. Encouraging the development of labor studies programs in. the school
curriculum.

Three propositions were suggested as long-term possibilities:

1. Clarifying the positions of unions on career education and increasing
their profile within the career edueation movement;

2. Expanding and modifying work-experienct -to accommodate union.
viewpointS;

0 ..

3. Recognizing and consolidating the role of labor education in life-long
learning programs.

Boiled down to the most significant essentials, the following five action-, oriented recommendations are offered as methods.to enhance the participation
of labor in the implementation of career education:

I . Provide research support and investigate demonstration projects to
analyze the uses of the mass. media, particularly television, in modifying
negative images of workers and unions and educating viewers on career
development topics.

2. Encourage the quick elimination of class, sex and race bias in career
education materials; classroom instruction, and guidance. .
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,__.3. Appoint labor representatives, with full participation rights-, to career

educ'atio jdecisionmaking aekcies at the Federal, State and loCat levels;
and, patliculaYly and specifically, on the National Advisory Council On
Career Education.

4. Resolve, the quandaryN.Pf divergent viewpoint§ on -work-experience,
primarily

and

folloWing union .reCommendations, and procedures where
feaSible,- and Secondarily by ensurinp consensus via negotiated corn-

.

promise in all other situations:

5. Incorporate in all futdre _discussions of and plans for comprehinsive
career education programs a component oriented toward labor studies
and history for which union and labor- education input is solicited.

The result of-good faith effort-to. act upon these recommendations should
produce a series of 'fuither recommendations upon which the foundation of
organized laborcareer education collaboration can be laid.

-t
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The role and function of organized labor. in implementing career education
is most propeily deterAned -by membets of the -organized labor movement.
Under this. assumption, eleven person-6 nominated by -the AFL/CIO and 5
nominated by the United Autoworkersgathered together and, ;or two days,
provided direCt advice to the Director, Office .of Career Education, USOE, on
the topic of this monograph.. The contents of this monograph represent an
attempt to put into narrative form the collective.advice given by these persons.

It is' -crUcial to emphasize that the views expressed in this monograph
represent those. of the individuals attending the seminar in whiCh ..these
diScussions took place. They are not to beinterpreted as representing any kind
of official position -on the part of either the AFL/CIO or the UAW:-It is further
important to emphasize the fact .that; while every attempt has been made here
to report participant views as they were actually -expressed, the possibility of
misunderstanding exists and mist- be recognized: The views expressed in this
monograph -; then, are most accurately pictured as what I think these
participants were trying to tell- me. If credit is due for the contents of this
paper, it properly belongs to the participants. To whatever extent blame is to
be assigned for inaccurate or misleading statements, that blame must be plated
squarely on the Director, Office of Career EducationnOt on the participants
themselves._

With these, understandings, the contents-of this paper have been developed
around. the _seven Major topics participants chose to discuss at length during the
period of the seminar. These seven topics-were chosen by the participants from
a longer list of topics they developed at the begi ning 'of the seminar. The
Complete listing of such topics :appear as Appendix of this paper. Names and
titles of the participants appear as Appendix A.

ti
_P

In What Kinds of Career Education Activities Should Organized
Labor Participate? 4;

Career education advocates have talked too much about the necessity of
involving organized labor in their effprts and too little abOut exactly what roles

cotand function's' can best be assumed by representatives 1'rom organized labor. It
`is paSt : the optitnali time for' answering thiS questi . It should have been.....
; address-ed at the very beginning of the career education effort. Even now, it is
: n0t. too later provided career education practitioners recognize the absolute
,necessity of list4 g to answers that persons representing organized labor give

.,

tq this basic ques

9.

In a genetic way,' organiied labor seeks tio beCOme involved in career
education in at least five ,basic areas including: (a), serving as4urric m
consultants with respect to:infusing views of organized labor into the to



'of career educatio' n concepts to be imparted to youth; (b) serving as career
education resource persons in the classroom; (c) serving as consultants and
Participants -in career education field- trips carried out in the occupational
society itself; (d). contributing to 'the developing philosophical and conceptual
base of career education; and (e) 'qrving as consultants to eduCatgrs with
respect to cooperative work experience and other forms of work expehence
activities carried out in the name of career.edtication. Some of these topics are
made into separate sections of this paper because of their importance, Qthers
are alsp'impOrtant but finite enough in nature so as to be discussed here.

, .Different kinds of activities, on the part of organized labor repres&ritatives,
are seen. as appropriate at various levelS of tlie-K.12 school System in ,career
education. At the K -6 level; organized labor: Van best contribute -by .providing
role models for career awareness purpoSes. To have a real electrician, for
example, come into an elementary school wearing his/her regular work Clothes
and carrying the tools- of the electrician's trade can form the basis for' a
meaningful career education learning experience. When the electrician answers
questions such as: "How do your help people?" "What is a typical day Jike for
you on the job?" "How do. you .use reading; writing, and math skills'in yOur.
work?" "What kinds of things do you Dike to do in your spare time?" and .

'Why did' you decide to becoMe an electriCian?" it is a meaningful educational
experience for elementary school pupils. They are better able to both: (a)
underStand.and.respect the importance of the electrician in our society; and (b)
gain an .understanding of Why it is important for them to learn the basic
acadernic skills taught in the elementary schbol. t'is also a learning experience
for the electrician wtio, through such interactions with young pupils, may find
himself/herself thinking about the work of the electrician in even more positive
ways than were poSsible before.

At'the junior high school.level, some of the key basic concepts involved in
the "nuts' and bolts" of organized labor operations can be commimicat.J.
students as part of career. education _efforts. It is certainly not too early to
discuss with junior high-sChool students general 'topics such as "What's it like to
be a family whose breadwinner(s) is (are) on strike?" Neither is it too early for
youth to. be given the meaning of such basic concepts as those represented in
terms such as: (a) collective bargaining; (b) arbitration; (c) minimum wager; or
(d) workrnan's.compensation. Organized labor has contributed much to making
such concepts an integral part .of American society and in willing to help junior
high school -youth understand and appreciate their true meanings. If such
youth are to grow up to.,t)e responsible adUlt citizens, these understandings are
essential. .



Over and beyond this, organized labor could also help junior high- school
students better understand and appleciate the may kinds of community
service activities in which organized 'labor is involved. Many do not, for.
eXample, either understand or appreciate the key role organized labor,irr many

i'communities, plays in operations of the United Fund. In addition, as part of
the career exploration process at the junior high school level, organized labor

and will be willing to help studerits'understand eduCational requirements
necessary for gaining, entry into occupations -that area highly unionized. An
orten overlooked element of the occupational society is the large and growing

-number of .persons 'Who are today following careers- in the organized` aboi
Movement itself. For example, _three are over 600 such persons iri'.the Akron-,
Ohio area alone, at the present time.This part of the total occupational society
could/be-made visible tojimisoi- high school youth through the involvement of.
representatives from orgathzed'labor.

. .

. .

At. the senior high school level, it is important that students study and learn
about the history, philosophy, . structure, 'achievements, and goals of' the
American labor movement. To Understand and appreciate the private enterprise
system, as contrasted.,with..economic systenis operating in other parts of the
world, Weis' essential that the. story of.organiZed la6or be preSented in terms of
its history of evolution, its currellt status, and its Tole' in making and keeping
America strong. For high' school students to kriciw and understand similarities
and differences in operation between. the American labor movement and what'.
'serves as its counterparts in other parts of the -world culture 4. certainly -
contribute to helping students.:better understdnd and appreciate America itself.,

a. While this content is _seen a/ appropriate for all students,. it is obviously
most essential for those students who plan to enter the occupational society
shortly afteyeaving:high school. 'While a special emphasis may .be needed for
such students, it is essential that thebasic content be-made available.to all high
school-youth.

In addition, organized labor is capable 'and. willing to -assist :seniOr high
&chools in devising, administering, and. yalidating-coMpetency measures in the
skilled trades'rareas. Performance testing IS rapidly. gaining popularity in a

. variety of areas and is seen as particularly 'appropriate to apply in the skilled
trades area Representatives. from organized labor can contribute more than
-siniply 'advice and expertise with respect fp performance testing in the skilled
trades,_ As experts. in knowing. about the kinds of buffering people go through
when they seek to enterthe.dccupational society without necessary vocational
-skills, they fate simultaneously. aware of the benefits: such skills provide as a
basis for 'helping the -individuaU3lay a more effective role. as family member,
and As-:citizen, in addition to one'.s role as worker.'

37
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In all of these areas, members of the American organized labor movement
possess knowledge and expertise not..present among many other members of
societyincluding many edUcators. Pars Ons from organized labor are willing to
share their expertise with both .educators and with students if they are asked to
do so in proper ways and 'under proper-coriditions. We turn now to suggestions
of seminar participants regarding, sortie of, these "prciper ways" of involying
members of organized labor.:

How Should K-12 School Systeni Obtain Resource Persons
From Organized Labor?

If, in a given community, educators wish' to involve the organized labor
movement in the total career education collaborative effort, it is essential that
they begin making contacts through the Central' AFL/CIO Labor Council in
that community. The temptation' to begin with only one representative from
one partidular unione.g., a member of the Graphics Arts International Union,
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, etcshould be resisted. .

The AFL/CIO Central Labor Council, where one exists, is easily located in the
focal telephone directory. No other initial contacts with organized labor should
be made until the possibility of going through the local Central -AFL/C10
Labor Council has been attempted.

In some communities, of course, the situation exists where organized labor
is. dominated by a. major unione.g., United .Auto Workers, United Mine'
Workers, etc.--=that are not a formal part of the AFL /CIO structure.. In such
instances, contact should begin with that Union. In those communities where
no strong 'organized labor effort exists, initial contacts may have to be made.
with, first the State AFL/CIO normally located in the State capital. If this
contact produces no response, then write to the Education Department,
AFL /CIO, in Washington, D.C. Such State or national contacts should not be
attempted until attempts to make contacts at the local cummunity level have
been exhausted.

There. are three major kinds- of union representatives that the local Central
AFL/C10 Labor Council -could conceivably assist in providing- for a career
echicatiop 'effort. First, they could; under- appropriaie arrangements, provide a
pool. of current 'apprentices to serve as role models for in-school youth who
wish to investigate apprenticeship opportunities through organized labor.
Because of recent significant movement on the: part of the organized labor
movement itself to reduce race and sex barriers to entering apprenticeship, it is
entirely possible that the local Central !AFLA (0 Labor Council could identify
role models from the pool of current apprentic, thatmay help school systems
in theFr effortito break down stereotypes. Ole use of actual apprentices.

(-18
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.themselves is' a very, effective 'way of getti-ng across to in- school youth the need
for completing high school and fdr learning basic academic skills.

A, second potentially. Valuable resource from .organized labor would-be to
seek, through the efforts of the total Central AFL/CIO Labor Councils to
involve retired journeymen union members as career education 'resource
persons. Such persons haye typically, retained- their ties with organized labor
and are- known to officials at the local Labor Cotmcil. They can play a valuable
role in consulting with school officials about pre-apprenticeship testing
procedures that are appropriate to use `On occasion, when used in this fashion;
such persons ,have been. effective in demonstrating to schools the .need for
curricular change that provides a greater emphasis on the importance of basic
academic skills. In add_ ition,. of course, such retired personS can play an
extremely valuable role in helping both youth and the-17i. teachers learn, about
the apprenticeship to . journeymen route and something of the pride of
workmanship exemplified by the journeymen union merriber. .

! rThe third. potegtial resource, of course, consists of actual union members
now employed. While this kind of resource should be sought and utilized to the
greatest pOssible extent, educators must. understand some of the practical
problerns faced by organized labor in providing this :kind of resource. The
major piactical problem involved is that, in many communities, currently
employed persons who are union members find themselves penaliZed, by lossi
of hourly wages, if they take time off from -their jobs for purposes of serving as
career education resource persons in school settings. This is a problem best
resolved by working through tile local Central AFL/CIO Labor CoUncil to the
local Community Career EdUcation Action- Council arid then,,to individual
employers;of union members. If a particular industrial organization is willing to
let management personnel:leave. their jobs for purposes of serving as career
education resource persons in school settings, they should similarly -be willing
to make arrangements for members of organized labor in their organization to
leave their jobs, with pay, in order to tell organized labor's side of the story.
Too often, up until now, this has not been possible and, as aresult, students in
schools have been exposed primarily to only one side.

Underlying the use of any of these three kinds of possible resource 'persons'
from Organized labor is the matter of costs associated with preparing them' to
participate effectively in career education and paying, them for their activities
when they are in a school setting. Participants reported that, in the case of
retired journeymen, this problem has been solved, in sortie places, through4 using U.S. Department of Labor Ti le III CETA grant funds. It was the opinion
of. participants that such funds ould also be used in the, Case of both

-apprentices and currently employed anion workers, but this,apparently has not
;yet bean doneat least not fo any. Significant degree, If edikators responsible

.
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for spea*heading school career education efforts are successful in convincing
,

the local Central AFL/CIO tzbof Council to endOrse and participate, in career
educatibri; it is probable that the Council could work with local CETA prime
sponsors hi' making some CETA funds available for these purpOses. This again
underscores the crucial importance of working through the local Central
AFL/CIO Labor Council rather :than through any single union or union
member.

Organized Labor Representation on Community Career
Education Action Councils

The implementation .of career education, as a community collaborative
effort, demands the presence and 'operation of some form . of community
council that can serve as.an exchange of ideas, a formulator of policies to be
suggested to the schol. board as well.as to other. segments of the community,
and as a catalyst for bro-ad community involvement in the total career
education effort. Whether known simply. as a "Career Education Advisory
Council," a "Community Education/Work Council," or as a "Career Education
Action Council," its essential functions will be of the .same generic nature;

Those educators who have attempted to stimulate the development and
operation of such Councils have; in the past, made several mistakes' that
seminar participants: hope will be corrected. In the first place, representation
frOm organized labor.on the Council should consist of persons named from the
local Central AFL/CIO Labor ouncil where such .exists. If other significant
parts of organized labor not represented in t10) AFL/CIO exist in a given
community -e.g., Teamsters, United !Vile Wotke'z:s, United Auto Workers,
etc.each Of these should also be represented on. the Community. Career
EduCation Action Council.. Where any -.)f these exist, they can typicallyeaSily
be located through simply -usinga telephr)ne airectOry The mistake to be
avoided is to find one or more members of organized labor who are personally
known to educators as:persons sympathetic td the .career..education concept
and asking such persons to "represent" organized labor on the Council. If
organized labor is to 'truly .be represented, then its representatives should be
officially named by the local AFL/CIO Central Labor Council:

The second mistake some career education efforts have made is to think
about membership on the Community. Career Education Action Council in
terms of the concept of the " business /labor /industry /professional /government
community." When this is doneand "labor" is'thought of as only one of five
community segments, the voice 'of:organized' labor is obviously going to be a
minority voice with the voice of management persons being in the majority. A
good example of a community that has effectively solved this problem was
seen inMontgontery County, Maryland where, the membership of the "Career
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Education Advisory Council" consisted of 22 persons divided as folloWs: (a)
five union representatives; (b) five business/industry. representatives; (c) five

. educators; (d) two students; (e) two community based 'organizations; (f) one
CETA. representative; (g) one local government representative; and (h). one
person representing special needs groups. The essential point to keep in mind is

, that the number of persons representing labor should be approximately the
same as the number of persons representing the management side of the
business/industry community. .

The third mistake some career education efforts have made is to seek the
involvement of organized labor on their advisory councils without having
clearly in mind any,specific ways in which they would like to involve organized
labor in the totals career. education effort. Seminar. participants emphasized
strongly that,' if educators aren't actually seeking the active involvement of
organized labor in delivering career education, they should not simply engage
in "the "window dressing exercise" of asking representativeS frbm organized
labor to serve on the Career Education Action Council. Organized labor is
willing to provide help, as well as, advice, to educators in delivering career,
education, but not simply advice alone: This is a matter educators should.
decide before seeking to involve representatives from organiied labor in the
Council structure.

Some seminar participants voiced uppor? for the concept of creating a'
special SCHOOL/LABOR RELATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE over and
beyond any possible representation of organized labor on a Community Career
Education Action Council. Their p'oint was that organized labor has many
concerns relative to education of where career education is but -one. Many
school administrators, like management personnel in other parts of society, are
basically-anti-union persons. Such school administrators need the advice and
consultative assistance of organized labor on a wide variety of matters.Yt is
possible to include advice and consultation on career education as one agenda
item, but the total needed agenda extends considerably beyond career

'education. Other seminar participants felt that such a separate SCHOOL/
LABOR RELATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE is not needed in their
communities -`. The general consensus seemed to be that such a Committee
should be considered as needed in some communities but not in others. One
possible "middle" approach _suggested was to create such a Committee as a
'stib-committee of the Community Career Education Action Council. To' do so
would have some obvious practical advantages but equally obvious conqeptual
disadvantages.

Involving Organized Labor On Career Education Field Trips

Most K -12 career education efforts involve extensive use of field trips on the
part of educators and their students to the business/labor/industry community.
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Seminar participants had several suggestions to make to 'educators with respect
to how such field trip operations could be improved with reference- to involving
organized labor. .

Fiiit, pit is suggested that planning for the field, trip involve organized labor .

as well as management personyel. Far too often, such _field trips have been
arranged- through contacts .between an educator and a _person rep-resenting
management in a particular business or industrial organization. It would be far
bettei, where organized labor is represented in the business or industry to be
visited, if one or more representatives from organized labor were involved along
with management personnel and educators in planning the field trip. This can
best be . accomplished jf educatOrs will take the initiative by seeking
consultative assistance fiorn the local Central AFL/CIO Labor Council. .

Second, it was suggested that field trips invol e visits to the local union hall
as well as to -the business/industry site itself. It is extremely difficult for
educators and their students to learn how a unio operates simply by visiting a
given plant location. An orientation field trip t the local union hail -should
properly precede actual plant visits in locations wh re organized labbr activities
exist. Such a visit could provale students and heir teachers with written

,materials as well as oral. presentations -regarding u ion olierations in sites to be
visited. lit4'

Third, it was suggested that advice and consultatiki from representatives of
organized labor is especially crucial in the a k 6 of those industries wherea
problems of industrial safety exists. If, for exam e, a teacher - wishes to take
students on a - field trip to a construction site to see how persons in this
_occupational cluster operate, it would .be extremely helpful ts5 seek the advice
of the local construction unions prior to making contact wit any management
personnel. The organized -labor representatives are in a position to advise
educators where construction sites safe for field trips exist as well as about sites
where it would be unsafe to condUct field trips. Armed with such advice,
educators would then be in, a much better position to contact construction
firms themselves. .

v

Finally, seminar participants urged edqc:ators to cease avoiding field trips to
sites where organized labor is highly repre'serited. SeVeral pointed out that, in
effect, this is what has-been happening in many communities. It

and

to be
less trouble fdr educators to select, as field trip sites, business and industries
.where organizedlabor is not an important part of the operation. While this
may be easier, it. certainly is not better in terms of providing youth with
realistic exposure to the occupational society.
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As an example of a community where organized labor has been properly
involved in the planning and actual conduct of student field trips in career.
educatign, seminar, participants recommended- that educators use Lima, Ohio.
The arrangements in that career education effort were recommended for study
and adoption by other educators.

Inservicing Educators With Reference To Organized Labor

It is obvious that, if educators are to effectively involve organized labor as a.
co r unity resource in: the effective delivery of career education,. many

cators need to learn much more about the American labor movement. A
particularly strong example of a systematic effort to help educators learn more
about organized labor can be seen in Akron, Ohio.

In Akron, through arrangements made between organized Jabor and the
career education staff of the Akron public schools, representatives from
organized labor have been invited to conduct special .inservice meetings for
teachers aimed at helping teachers learn more about the American labor
movement. Such meetings are a planned, systematic part of the total inservice
education program for .educators in the Akron public schools. Voluntary
attendance of teachers at such meetings has exceeded that, for many other
kinds of teacher inservice conducted in Akron.

In addition, :the College of _Education at the University. of Akron has been.
condUcting inservice education, courses for university credit. Inchided in:this
effort is a seminar on "conflict resolution" in which representatives from
organized labor and .from management will, through simulation. activities,
demonstrate the entire negotiStions process for educators enrolled in this
course.

Currently, an extension of these efforts in Akron is being sought whereby a
"labor resource center" will be established within' the Akron Public Schools as
an integral 'part of the career education resource center; Organized labor in
Akron is contributing both materials and advice for this operation:In addition,
it is hoped that organized labor will become involved in conducting a three
week intensive inservice education' program during the summer for 8-10
teachers (Onterested in infusing Materials 'from organized labor into the
teaching/learning process. If the profit motive of the private enterprise system
can be irittiised into the teaching/learning processand it isthen surely basic
information and concepts regarding organized labor can also be included in the
infusion process. It can be .seen that this Akron model envisions impacting On i.1:,

only a very small number of teachers as a. beginning effort. This was felt. to-be
much more advisable than attempting to involve the entire teaching staff, many
of whom are sure to be far from ready for. this kith of exposUre: In 'Akron,



only teachers who voluntarily express an interest in this inservice.education
effort will be involved. This is, to be 'sure, a slow approach to solving the
problem. A slow approach that;produces positive, and effective results was seen
as preferable to a larger effort which, while having some .PR benefits, will not
result: in effective results.

Seminar participants recognized the strong need currently. existing with
reference to specifying the curricular content that organized, labor seeks to see.
infused into . the total career education effort. In the absence of a specific
project aimed at meeting this need, several suggestions were 'made: regarding
sources of information about organized labor readily available,, to edUcatorS.
Such sources include:

I. AFL/CIO "Speaker's Manual " (available from the local- C_ entral AFL/.

CIO Labor Council in many communities)

2. Labor/Management Relationshipspublished by the New York State
Department of Education. (particularly appropriate for use. in comL
rnunities where organized labor is strong)

3. Community, Labor, Man'agement Relationshipspublished by Delmar.
Publishing Company. (particularly valuable for use in those communities

. where strong organized labor doesn't exist)._ .

. 4. AFL /CIO Film Catalogue(available from the local Central AFL /CIO
Labor Coimcil in many communities)

5. Teaching Guide For Labor Histoiy. A publication of the ArnerAcan
Federation of Teachers.

o

-6. AFL/CIO School Kit. Available from the Education Department;
AFL/CIO. May also be obtained, in .many%communities, through the
local Central AFL /CIO Labor Council)

7. The Federationist. monthly journal 'published by the AFL/CIO-that
can be obtained on a subscription. basis.

In addition, many individual unions publish a variety of materials that are
. available free, upon request, -to educators for use in classroornIsettings.Those
school systems encountering difficulty in securing AFL/CIO materials and/or
feeling they need supplementary material on the American labor movement are

'urged to contact the Education Department, AFL/CIO, Washington, D.C.
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lications such as these, coupled with a plan that includes the basic
conCepts found in the Akron, Ohio setting, should help greatly in providing
needed inservice education about the AMerican labor movement. Seminar
participants felt strongly that this process be thought of primarily in terms of
actions at the local community level rather than any big national "Push." By
using an approach tha "t 'builds on local "success examples,". eventual progress
will 'be made. Organized labor is not unwilling to invest some of its own

-_-:resources in the total effortespecially those involving, donations of time and
,personnel. flowever, it is unrealistic to expect that the organized labOr
'movement can be expected .to pay such inservice education costs, as, say,
teacher stipends: Funds for such uses must, come from other sources. The dues

_ of union members must be largely reserved for use in activities more directly
benefiting union members. .

work.Experience In Career Education: Views Of Seminar Participants

No single aspect of career education is of more concern to organized labor
than is the area of work experience. Seminar participants chose to devote a
substantial portion of their time to discuss of this topic. 'Their observations ancl.
recommendations will be summarized here.

As general principles participants felt would be supported by organized
labor, the following received special emphasis in this seminar:

I. Organized lab& will adamantly oppose any form of work experience
that either: (a) underrnine§ the minimum wage; (b) displaces adult
:employed workers; or (c) undermines occupational safety and health
laws and practices.

b.

2. Community collaborative career education efforts involving work experi-
ence opportunities must, in no way, violate current collective bargaining
agreements that exist in particular busineSs or industrial organizations.

a. Educators should make at least as great an effort to find and-utilize work
experience sites in settings where organized labor exists as' in settings
where organized labor is not represpnted. The current tendency in many
school systems to ignore'wOrk experience sites iri places where organized
labor exists is deplorable. It is a situation that should bercorrected
immediately.

4.. 'The _notion that the basic purpose of work experience, in career
education, is anything but career exploration is untenable. This is its
only valid basic purpost. Whether the work experience is paid or unpaid
is not relevant to'corsideration of this basic principle.
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5. Work experience, as part of Ametican education, should represent an
option available to all students, but a requirement for none.

6. Whether or not work experience, as part of career education, should be
paid. or unpaid depends on whether it is designed to be productive or
non-productive activity. If productive, it should, be.. paid' at leasfithe
minimum wage under conditions that allow the youth to be integrated
into the work force in ways that do not displace any adult employed
worker.

Seminar participants emphasized they are not opposed to the generfC
concept of work experience being included in career education, but were
concerned only about the manner in which it is to be provided. Several
alternative forms of work experience were provided as examples of tl e kinds
that might be considered acceptable to organized labor. Arno g such.
alternatives, the following specific examples were given:

1. Observational work experience that allows the youth to shadow and
observe an employed worker without actually doing his/her wor

2. Work experience programs in which youth work in special facilities, not,
on the regular -asSembly line 'where they might displace adult employe
workers. This kind of activity is acceptable provided its primary goal is
seen as providing youth with training rather than actually producin
products for employers.

3. Producing materials, in .a simulated assembly. line production setting,
'that, are never intended to be sold. For example, one school did this
using out=of-date dies supplied the school by a local plant. Students were.
engaged in productive work, but the products themselves were never

4. Participating in productive work experience jointly supervised by labor
and management. For example, the Texas AFL/CIO has participated in a
house building project, as part of vocational education; where the houses
are eventually sold.

5 Simulated work experience of various kinds, For example, many unions
have such facilities that are.used to train 'Apprentices before they go'out
on real jobs. Such facilities could be used as simulation work experience
center for career education provided proper arrangements are made
with the appropriate union through the local Central Labor Council.
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reer exploration work experience opportunities. For example, ..if
students spend two or three days, under the direct supervision of the
regular worker; learning what it would be like to do that worker's joti;.it
would be acceptable' provided: (a) the student is not paid',and (b) the
union worker continu- to be paid his/her regular wages. Under these

".'-arrangements, students could be moved from occupation' to occupation
- Tor 'purposes of exploring careers..

Members of this seminar were particularly opposed to the kind of work
experience urren'tly being introduced into several career eduCation efforts in
the general area of entrepreneurship. Such efforts typically involve the
est.abli4iment and operation of various forms .olf:Small business enterprises by
studentS themselves as 'profitmaking 'ent6rprises. Such activities were 'seen by
these participantsas representitt work that should probably be done by adult
w(irkers thus helping to reduce the adult unemployment problem in the
Nation. It was pointed out that, when this kind of activity was begun in
California a few years ago, a State law was passed forbidding it.. These seminar
participants seemed to generally favor such State laws.

The problems associated with work experience vary- greatly from State to
State depending on State laws and from occupatio to occupation depending
on certain Federal laws. As examples of restriction imposed by Federal law, it
was noted that both the manufacturing and the ning industry are prdhibited
from employing any person under 18 years of age Asan example of conditions
within a single State, it was pointed out that Mic an auto plants have ceased
employing 17-year-olds because; to do so, woul reatly increase 'their
insurance rates. Most of the problems local schools face ith respect to work
experience were seen by participants as arising more rom State than from
Federal laws. For this reason, it is impossible to make up a single list of
recommendations that will be strictly applicable at the local community level.
For example, some States have mandated that, if students are to be engaged in
work experience efforts operating under the supervision of school .officials,
schools must 'have insurance to cover such participating youth. In other States;
no such requirements exist.

Several suggestions were offered that might expand the existence of work
experience- opportunities for youth. Some were as obvious as pointing out that
there are now over' 12 million illegal aliens in -America who are taking jobs
away from American youth and adults. This' was of clear .concern to some
participants in this seminar. On a more action-possible 'level, participants
eXpressed concern about the fact that, of all yoUth ages 16 -19 ii5i the Nation
tOday '(including both in-school and out-of-school youth) approximately 47
'percent are employed on either a part-time or full-time basis. Some of the
part-time employment situation could be legalized and cleaned up. in ways that
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would provide work experience opportunities for more students. For exainple,
many in-school youth with work. permits calling for a -maxima-1 of 20 hours
:per week of- employment are actually working closer to 40 hours per week.
Schools, except for students in cooperative work experience programs, have
failed to accept any substantial monitoring or educational responsibility fore
in- school `youth part7tinie job experiences. This was seen by participants as an
area that could potentially be turned around by a comprehensive career
education effort in ways that might- not only benefit more youth but, in
addition, make such work experience more of a learning opportunity.

e.

Encouraging Organized Labor To Becbme More Involved In Career Education

There seems little doubt but at. the American labor movement is more--
interested and-involved in career education riow than Was true when the career
education effort began. ExaMples of this are to be found by .examining the 1977
AFL/CIO resolution on career education and contrasting that resolution with
those passed by AFL/CIO in 1972 and in 1974: The 1977 resolution is Much
more positively inclined toward the concept of career education in spite of the
faCt that reservations are still apparent. Similarly, one could point to formal
,policy statements endorsing career education passedi, in recent years, byboth-
the United Auto Workers International Union and by the. United Rubber,
Cork, Linoleum, and Plastic Workers of America. A third example can be seen
if one recognizes that, while 'organized labor in the District of Colunibia
rejected career education four years ago, they have, during the. 1977-78 school
year, held four career education workshops for educators in response to
requests from locanchools. The atmosphere has defiritely improved-.

School systems seeking the active involvement of organized labor in career
education efforts must, however, be aware of constraints that are bound to
make such involvement a slower process than some would like it to be.- The
most practical constraint is found in the fact that, operationally, career
education cannot be a top prior* item on the agenda. of .labor Union
education personnel at any level. Positions for education personnel within
organized labor, paid for by union members dues, exist primarily because or
the need on the part of union members for training and upgrading. Labor
union eddcation personnel positions were not created because of any interest
on the part of organized labor in working with K-12 school systems. The union
member, whose dues are being t.1pd, in part, to pay the salaries. of such union
education personnel, has a right to expect that. such personnel will put matters
such as helping the union member clear up an education grievance he/she has
than on working with 'school districts_ in career education efforts. If labor union
education- personnel work in carer education; it is primarily because they
volunteer to do sp, -nc41 because thi-s- is a recognized part of their regular job



Asignment: .Their main 'job is to do: what they . can to provide upgrading
educational opportuglities for union members. Educators musiredognize_ and
appreciate this fact.

A second practical constraint is found in the great deal of autonomy that
exists at the local level for local unions. Because, for example;.thet United -Auto
WOrkers has adopted, a national career education policy in no way means that.
policy will forced- upon any . UAW local affiliate. It is important 'to
understand that utirilce managenien,t, top labor officials tire elected by the.
membership. It all starts from the local, not fibm the national levej. For this
reason, the optimum route to take in-getting organized labor more involved in
career education will be to devote energies of career education practitioners at
the local level in interacting with local labor union leaders. To simply pushloi:
more national policy statements, on the part of various segments of organized
labaorlis not the way to go.

Faced with this situation, we can expect to fin among or anized labor, an
uneven involvement in career education. If, in a given lctk... rtmutlity, the
leadership of prganized labor is opposed to career educatiVri5-it is fruitless to
plan for widespread involvement of organized labor in career education.
Instead', efforts must be directed toward understanding the basis on which the

ulocal labor .union leadership objects to career education and attempts to answer
such objections. Progress i being made, in places, at the local level: For
.example,_in Connecticut, five Major local labor councils each now have one
person .assigned to career educationusually a member of the Board of the
Central Labor Council., That person attends career echii ation Meetings in their
local area.

Several alternative approaches can be used to convince local union
leadership 'Qf the ad.visability of becoming involved in career education.. The
most direct approach is one that emphasizes the need for change in.American
Education- along with the general 'directions for change being championed by

4.career-education. Organized labor knows full well how fruitless and frustrating
it will be if American Education continues to provide school leavers only with
rudimentary entry level vocational skills.'The empha'sis career ethiation places
oil providing youth with employability 'skills that allow them to' chInge with
change,in the cure pational society will. appeal to many labor union leaders.

.
A second approach that could be tried is one that emphasizes the'fact that

career education- efforts, nationwide; continue to grow both in numbers and in
-terms of comprehensiveniss of efforts. Career education is not, as some had ,

thought, a sin-iple-"facri--ihat will be disappearing any time ill the near future.
Given the fact t iatr =this appears to be a growing and dynamic movement aimed
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at basic educational change, it behooves organized labor to become a part of
the total career education effort. This approach may appe'al o some..

-Third, participants suggested using an approach that .e pha-sizes the positive
potential of using the career .educatiOn effort as a way f infusing knowledge;
understanding, and appreciatiol'r-of organized labor i to the basic fabric of
American Educatian,Viewed in this way, career educ tion is seen as "opening
the door" for .the American labor moliernent in ma y schools where, in the
past, contacts of a sustaining nature were difficult t91 enerate.

Finally, it was suggested that local union lead _ship maybe encouraged to
become involved in-.5career: educationtas parents and as taxpayers/The public
schools in any community are, on thesc bases one, important to membeth of. c'
organized labor. Since 'career education's prim focus is on helping youth sdlItgb
problems of education /work relationships and since these same problems arepresent' among the children of many members of organized- labor, it seems
reasonable to assume that career education explained in this fashion, may find
some receptivity amohg local labor'union aders.

. P9ticipants in., this seminar, while r ogniiing there is still much to be donebefore the active involsierrient of org nized rabor in career ethication efforts
becomes commonplaces at the lOc 1 community level, were insistant on
emphasizing that the resistance to career education found within organizok
labor is not tile only place such resistance is seen. There is, to.begin with, still a -very great deal of resistance within the professional 'education community
itself. With' educators themselves remaining divided with ,respect to the virtuesand faults of career education, it shoUld- not be §urprising to. find various
segments of the -broader commithityincluding drganized.laborbeing hesitant-
to endorse the career education concept on a widespread.scale.

i

Advice To.OE's Office of Career EduCatiOn From Seminar Participants
C.

In a very' real sense, the entire contents of this paper can be viewed as:.
consisting of advice to OE's Office df Career Education as well as to career'
education`' practitioners- di the State and local. level. Somk specific action
suggestions, however, were made to OCE, that should be noted here.

First, participants recommended the.publication of the monograph in which
this pliper is inclffdecit They felt that neither flie:-Dommarito speech nor the
Schulman-

ta
paper had received suffiCient publicity wii in the professional-

education community and were anxious to give bob _thicurnents wider
visibility. They viewed this mqnograph as an-opportunity for doing so. -
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Second; they recommended - that every effort be made to assure a minimum
of two persons representing organiZed labor be appointed as. Members of the
National Advisory Council For Career -Education. During the time the NA CE
haS , been in existence,- there have been : no formal representatives f orn-
:organized labor appointed as Members. Such appointments are made by the
Secretary of HEW, and as of the time these wojds are being written, no Of icial
word has 'yet ben received with respect to whether or not this,reConunenda-
tion will be follOWed.

. .
_ _ -Third, participants recommended that .key eduCatiorf persons from organ-,..
ized lat5or-based in the Washington, D.C. area band together to form an Ad Hoc;
Committee On Organized Labor for OE's -Office-of Career Education; Such,a
.committee could function in both reacting ,to and suggesting projects for career
education and in influencing national union policies regarding career education.
As of the tirrie, these wordS are being written, no word has been received with
respect to implementing this recommendation.

Finally; participants expressed support for--career education inVolvenient in
the Youth Ernployment and Training Program portion 8f the new YEDPA
legislation. They were especially enthusiastic about: possibilitieS of a career .

education involvemenvin the ``transition services" portion -of this legislation
which, among other things, provide for career awareness and exploratic;r4

V4 opportunities for secondary. a:rid,:postsecoridary. schobl youth. As part' of tbis .

reeorniriendatibn, participants also emphasized the fact that, at the local level,
organized labor :is, represented on every: c'ETA. Prim Sponsor Manpower
AdvisOry Council and'could be infliiential in. encoul'agiid-10.,EA/PrimeSpdrisO4-
agreernents reflecting a career education emphasis in agreements signed
between prime sponsors local 'School districts.-

Commentary.by DirectOi, Office:of Career Education

, Alp to this point, the contents of this paper have, hopefully; reflected' the
-thoughts, opinicins, and advice of the participants. Insofar as possible, my
personal biases h'ive beeh omitted frOrn this discussion. This final section is,
perhaps, an appropriate point in whielf.to insert a few personal reactions.

First, I was tremendously impressed by the breadth and depth.of knowledge
thes'e, participants possessed regarding the career educatiOnconcept and current
career educatioa -practices: It was my distinct impreSsion, afterlistening as

1

Carefully as possible :for two .full days, that the participants in this seminar
were in, no . way,' unaware nor uninformed about, career education:
Con-vinej-EI that it is important, to paY'aitentiOn to their, advice and suggestions..:

j .
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Second, this seminar provided me with a very great deal of new knowledge
regarding the American labor 'movement and the ways in which, persons
invo0ed in that movement are thinking about career 'education. Because I
foUnd myself' with so .much .to' learn, it seems especially -important that thiS.
paper be ,written so these kinds of learning can be shared with .others in career
eduCation. I _have- a distinct impression .that. others in career education, like
myself, have z,t considerable amount or new knowledge to he gained regarding

htbor in our Nation.
.

I.am convinced, after listening to these participants and reflecting on
. .

career edUCation praCtices.;f have -observed -around --the country, that there
substantial . criticisms particiltiants leveled . against career.', -1
education.. While`many _exceptions' can be found,- there are many communities

-where We.'are `.`guilty as- charged' of such practices .a.s...(a.) -failing to emphasize,
the point of -vieW .of organized labor. as much as we ;do the point of view
industrial persOnnel; (b) failing to41ave adequate representation
from org,avizecl hibor on our- careers education action Councils; (c) failing to
work, at the con-ntinity, level, through the Cen,traf.AFL/C10 Libor Council;
arid (d)- failing.to gi. t ..-cindecluate 'attention to field trip and work experience sites

.involving large--.,,eitneeratratt s of persOns the Organized labor
movement. ISe.elitll'epqi .in tirig'to'such-Charge.S'in a defehsive'manner.4. .

Instead, it seefnt,..ivilL :a.U.now Age that in 'places, these kindS.of
criticism- area stir* --ti.rtit- the call- For Changes-in -action on the part of-
c.:ducatorsinv(

...
::-- .,.

Fourth, as_ I loo 'at the --suggestions fo-r -changk proposed by these
pL,Irticipzints, 1- can Ll nonethat- appear to. .me be unreasonable: np.r.. , . . .unattainable. True; e ex ten f '. AO' which We-- will be able to ado- tat : these:

. t. - .. . ... . :.. .suggestions will -va , ..s.videly frOm, community to communi.y, but:this:was,
r$ .e,c.ognizec participarid4Whoen they made then-i. I yery.MUch elope that
those. re t; paper. willT'Seek ways of fcillowing theS.e'suggestiOns---rathor

..... than: e-xc.. '017 fail g follow. them. ..- -..-. ._

.Fifth,' I fin myself now worrying 'about how -carder -eduCation effort can
'be-, implementec that will provide fair in.formatiOn regarding unorganized labor
cis wqll. as -orgarn ed labor to American yOuth; While I recognize and accept the

. challenge-, to accl aint yputh with. organized labor .In":Ariierica; I fine myself
worried about the- fact that 'large segments; of the American. labor. force are not
kiranized into unions. Sdmehow, our -total. 'career- education .efforts must
reflect a.- fair and unbiased set of facts to youth ,regarding the entire.:.-
.occupzItional society.

Sixth,- V, to nd nwself Viondering how busihessjindustrial management
I I react to .these suggestions. The necessity -,for engaging in the art
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of coMpromise in -order to carry out the goals of collaboration in careereducation becomes more and more obvious. So, too, in .my opinion does the
need for crElation and 'operation- of some form of.COmmuilityCareerEducation
Action 'Council as a vehicle for use in the art of compromise..I am constantlyssed, as listen to and learn from both persons in organized labor andpers ns in business/industry management positions.at hoW well they masteredthe art of compromise. They seem to be much better at it thati.are.many Of-uswho have spent our working years as professionaLeducators. I used to.worrya
great deal abOut .the strikes I read about in the news media. I find 'myself nowrnoreUten marveling at the fact that, in most instances of labor/Management
-negotiatiori, settlernents, not strikes,-are the eventual outcortie.:

. Represeri atives from organized labor and from the busing industryManagement section dppeto be much more often in a conciliatoryrelationship than they do in n antagonistic relation*ip. If, irirmoSt of theirdealings, their find ways to work together in a positive fashion, then surely, it.seernS'i me, they ought to find ways.. of working togetherand with
-educatorsin *e_pncep.tualiiing, pIginning; and implementing community careereducation efforts. I .am convinced that the potential positive pOwer of-organized labor;_ at the community level, for effectively 4

participating in careereducation has to date, been underutilized I very much hope that this paper;along with the other two found in this monograph, will. help correct this

A.
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APPENDIX

Issues Raised by Participants,

1. Where does career education fit into the whole educational processthe goals of
Education?

2. Qualifications of teachers to do career education.-

3. Danger of displacement of adult workers as a possible problem. for career educatibn.

4. How to improye ,communications among labor, education, business/industry and
government?

-
5. How can the goals and philosophy of organized abor be infused into the content of

career education?

. 6. Where is organize'd labors ost needed in career education?

7. How can organized labor best partiCipate in teacher inservice in career education?

8. How can organized labor best participate in implementing career education?

9. .What is the role of organized. labor on community career education advisory
committees?"

10. flow can'or should Federal policy affect loca.1dec oils in career education?

11. How can the benefits of unionized occ-upations best be made part of career
development for youth?

1.2.- How can media presentations
ocCupatior s?

be changed so as to bring more status to; unionized

13. How can organized labor contribute best to the developing NOIC/SOIC system?

14. How- can organiied labor get more involved in developing high school curriculums in
vocational education?

r GO'
_ 15. How can career education be operaterPSit ways that avoid premature o 'Ccupational

choices or "pigeonholding?"

16. HOW can the focus of: career education emphasize. ore -thC qualities of successful
Workers?

.

-17. How can organized labor best collaborate with the.schools unfiltered by also trying to
,"'=collaborate with business and.industry?.

18. Allow can organized labor best work with Jimior Achievement? With NAB? 'With
NA1EC?



.
19. Ho 1.1:", can organized labor best participate. in CETA youth programs related to career

_education? is- -

a

20. How can career exploration be carried out in ways that still allOw time to adequately
cover academic. subjects?

21. How can career exploration be done in ways t : (a),protect the minimum wage; and
(b) doesn't displace adult workers?

- .-: ..........--- :-
. _...,--,22. How can union volunteers be expected to parficipate in community collaborative

efforts when these consist of daytime meetings called by the Chamber of Commerce
5 .

that cause union volunteers to lose wages by attending? .

o
23. How do we get a deir notion of what career education really is?

24.. Roes "collaboration" in career
.industry?

-:

education mean "domination" by business aria.
1
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16th IUE Constitutional Convention
Chicago, Illinois
September 9-13, 1974

RESOLUTION No. 20

EDUCATION, IN GENERAL

Every individual irrespective of class, sex or age shoulqthave the opportunity
to acquire as much eduCation as he desires in order to develop his full potential

-and thus play a. meaningful-role in societyUnfortunately,' our educational
system has failed in many. ways to provide these opportunities:

1. It has failed to provide equal opportunities to our black, luosish
surnamed, Oriental; and Indian citizens. .

2. It has failed to offer services t th °or which are equivalent to those
offered people who are better ff fina cially.

3. It has failed to eliminate funct on- .ilu to

4. It has failed to provide adeq ate opportunit" go our older citizens.

'There are, however.; soine.successeszt not overlook:

1, There is a trend towards democratiz edu6ational-opportunity. .

2. Children have .gceess to More years of education' today than their parents.
received.

3: In higher education, about three times as many college-age youth are
enrolled in institutions of higher learning as compared with enrollment
priory to World War II.

4. mater percentage -Of minority groups and working-class children are
participating in higher education than ever before. ,

A-..--e-Airt

4.,......- . -
. -.

Fortunately, educational institutions are " taking /a deeper . inter and
involvement in the society as a whole. Throughout the country, community
colleges have been setting up assNiate egree programs in Labor Studies.
About -30 colleges and universities have e sion programs to help train Vand
educate union leaders and members.
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Unions continue to operate in many ways to make addition'al educational.
opportTnities possible for workers. Through the use of the tuition refund
promiSing now in many. WE, agreements, workers have an opportunity to
expadtrt their skill's on the job,. and more important are able . to acquire
knowledge in subjects and fields necessary to move:, ahead in their chosen
occupation. .

As in no other period of human history,.we, are living in a period. O'c ratitt
changs. Knowledge and skills we acquire must be Updated to be useful to the
lives of our children.

We have been hearing a great deal recently about career education.
Unfortunately, this concept is not cleat bilt if it is to be .successful it must
relate career alternatives to? the ongoing changes_ in our society and offer
students realistic optiOns.

.41 A's trade unionists, we must be informed of and. take great interest in the
educational proposals and innovations that continue to come on the scene.

Unfortunately, the Nixon Administration did little to carry .out this nation's
commitment to quality and equality in eduCation. The Right to Read campaign
is uder-financed at a time when; according to the Watidnal Reading Council,
more than 18 milliOn Americans, aged 16 and over, cmcit read well enough to
function in society.

4

Otir 'pubifc libraries are. being starved- for funds.-and must curtail_ their.
programs.--

Fonds for career education approved by they Nixon Administration are being
transferred from the Vocational Education Act and the Hig er Education Act.

These. are 'only- a few of the obstacles to, fulfilling the educational needs of
our country.

In additiOn, -the busing issue continues, to divert time and attention from the
basic issues of correcting the flaws of our educational system. By margins of
only one or two.- votes the Senate in late May defeate'd'.atterripts to block:
further schdol desegretation. It is ironic that the new attack on desegregation :

came almost on the eve of the 20th. anniversary of the Supreme Court's Prawn
decision,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:

That Ainerica's priorities be reordered so that educational needs, take
preccdence over all other demands.

RBSOLUTIN NO. 20 92
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2. That the IUE support the Women's EducatiOnal .Equality. Act which
.

provides grants to deVelop.. non-sexist curriculum, non-discriminatory
vocational and career counseling, sports education, and other. such
programs. 9

. :

a &
. r

.3. That selism and racism, in eve9ry .form, be removed from out
.educational system.

.

4. That, the concept of progressive learning in "schools without walls" and
similar educational innovations be.encouLaged.

5. That the WE. continue its fight for direct Federal funding of the
schools in this country in place of the obsolete and inadequate property
tax and sales tax for school support.

6. That funding ,
for Vocational and adult eCiiication be increased, noting;

however, that- a complete vocational technical education should include
all that is relevant in general education curriculum in addition to
occupational skills. and knowledge that aresaleable in the marketplace.

..
That ti4i.lUE together with the rest of the labor movement, continue to
tight for increased funds for: land-grant colleges . and other higher .

educational institutions.
. ,

8. That the IIJE support a Program of. 16 _years of free public education
for every young personto be used in academic, technical or Vocational,-
training-, including. adequate ;supportive- services in career guidance: and
counseling to'eiisurd that eVerycAtherican achieVes his full potential.f':

9. That the WE recomm nc renewed local, State and Federal efforts not
only to end school segregation but to ensure ..th'at the schools will be
meeting placeS for children .of all races, ethnic backgroUndS and
economic means.

10. That the ILIE-7s-uppOrt democracy in education which .brings to the'
process of educational' decision who are involved in the': process:
students, teachers, parents and the community. at large.

0
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UAW CAREER EDUCATION STATEMENT

In recent months career education has blossomed on the education scene.
-Career education is a concept and edueational delivery system_ designed to
provide a learning vehicle so every student involved in the public education
process will acquire basic skills, prepare for social participation and change,
think creatively and critically, develop a strong self-concept, and learn
vocational, technical and academic skills. Pireparing 3/citing people for their roles

as-. workers in the occupational 'field is an important part of the career
education concept. It, is also the- type of education which should equip all
students to perform effectivel nd. contribute constructively to society.

.

Career education is a response to the call far educational reform of a system
which has failed to respond viably to the educational needs of to-day's society.
The UAW, alotig with other labor organ4ations, participated in the develop-,inent of this reform.

The call for educational reform is a reaction to the man_y-problems with
conventional public education which. have- surfaced. Fact-ors -identified with .

these problems include;
.

-.4 The low perforrnance leVels of gra dpating -students, necessitating
extensive remedial education.

has not been related to actualal living xperiences.
.

Public. education fails -Some two an one-half million students
'annually. These 'are identified as hig school dropouts,- college
dropouts,: aril students in the general eduCation- track.

Students the :transition to a post-school environment face
frustrating. periences, deMonstrated by inabilitY to relate: effectively
to the:complexitieS.of.corrunun4ty and farniely. structures

.Failure to provide qualitY educatiOft ,to minority and economically
i'sadvantaged students.

Ciii-rent public education stresses Caching rather than learning:
, .

Disproportionate emphasis toward college preparatory curriculums
)when compared to the actual need for baccalaureate 5clegfes in -today's,

job market..
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r
Failure ofi,studen.ts to acquire and possess vcirational technical and

. academic skills.

Functional, illiteracy s prevails among more than 20 million adults.
,

.

Lack of eisy-access, easy-exit educational opportunities for adults and -

older citizens, with-e-mphasis.on life-long continuing ethicatidn:
It _ 0. .g. .

. Career education, properly implerkted, aadtesseS itself .to correction of
these problems. t, ._

The UAW views a person's career as his or her whole lifetime, which
includes the varisiiis life. roles experienced -WL our populace. With ittle
exception, all persons will be s udents, family members, and citizens, as well as
workers. Career education rel test each of these life, Niles. Students 'must. . , .learn how to learn. This will provide th adaptability competencies necessitated
by .changing job' conditions. Current statistics indicate the average person will
change jobs some _six times during a lifetime. New skills may be required along'
with refurbishing of old falents.

Substantial numbers of students in many schools ape .Channeled into the.-
so-called general curricuhims. These 'curriculums are not geared to any special
end result except graduation. Followinggraduation, these students have neither

..e ability to acquire entry-level jObs,lridr the .ability --t,O absorb post-secorid-Ary
education. Career education vides for acquisit-on of saleable skills by high
school graduateihwtio are i4 liege bound. ..

....
, .

. , -. .

While pa''t of the concep4Of career education provides tliat educatiori ``
should be .preparation for work, the entire concept also stresses that public
education must accomplish other- thingS. Even thOugh -Work is an important
aspect of A-els-career, it dOes not represent the totality or lifetinie; Cultural;
aesthetic, and leiSure-time activities must be considered. Earning a living is not"
;the.' same; as living a .rich and rewarding- life. The skills'required to,understirtd .:.

and cope with the. problems of our culture and society must also be taught', as
well as the skills to bring about thOse constructive changes a viable society.
constantly needs..

,,Developineni . of the career education philosophy i has been intensified by
passage . of-TegiSlitiOn to prpmbte it The Federal career edudation statue,'
became law in.. August 1.974. CurrentI4 10 States ..have either- eased or are

I

&

considering passage of career. eduvation legislation. _13t.it _ca-feer education-does
.not occur in a vacuum. Our 'intolerably: high unemployment rate._foreshadows ('

the ddomof any.career education program. It seerriS.clear that careeteducOOn
-. can only become meaningful when there .are de_Cent jobs-available for. everyone

.. .i4 . ,.
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seeking work: Full 'employment is a fundaxtrental 'need, and we need 'the./ .

, national commitment to achieve this. goal.
P

Career ettuedtion is expected to creat a citizpn who is self-confident and
culturally advanced; one who relates well to hers, adapts to change, pbssesses
both living skills and job skills, and who e mahage the tools of his or her
occupation. The UAW 'dorses the career edu6ation philosciphy; and is willing
to work, with educators and others toward its successfaimplementation.

n
RESOLUTION NO. 43

Education And.Work
.0. (

Submitted by. A AFT ExeCutive Council

August 1976

AF1'
Convention
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COmprehensive publiC education is the cornerstone of American deinocracy.
Open' access to an education that provides breadth of learning, depth% of
understanding and emial.. opportunity- 'should be Che Tight of every child. and

` adUlt. Education programs which 9enlarge the learning experience have the
. effect of increasing opportunities for students and ecpanding their life. choices.

Edu ction and work programs shOuld also cause this result'The effeet of such
programs should' be to raise aspirations and increase prospects for upward

The American Federation` Of Teachers 'believes that the purposes of
education A' both broad and varied. While an adequate education- should
proviik students with the general, intellectual) skills to tbegin pursiiing a.vayiety.t:--of careers, career orientation' is only part -of this larger function.. Education
must prepare students tofientich therriselves throughout their lifetimes. It must
enable .them. to function as citizens 'who_ make basic economic, political And .

social choices Well 'beyond the choice -of a job. There is no such thilig as tieing'
"overeducated." Job performance. alone shouldnever provide the total:measure
of the value of an edUcation.

.

4 The 'efforts o relate educatiOn to jobk preparation. are t6tnniendable. But
shOuld.: n be built on false assumptiOn'S. High 4nerhplomirierit :is.'not a

es.ult of eduC. idnal failureiThose .concerned With unemployment should
7-first:. economic- acid' job policies .t solve unemployment prObl s. These-:

ofc .
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aught include support for public works and other job creating programs, fax
policies which stimulate' the economy, 'Federal support for housing; and
-construction prOgrains,' and an wc- panded Federal role for education,.liealth and
welfare services,' among others. As Part of the AFL-CIO, the AFT recognizes
that economic problems need ecohomi solutions. The educationsector shot'. Id
never accept-blame for a .youtIrtinemplo at problem it did not create..

N
The idea' that there is need for a closer relatiOnship between schdbling and
preparation has recently grown inpobularity.'"Education and work;" as

the concept is termed, may refer fftto a broad rhrige' of programs including
."career education," ,'..`lifelong," "recurrent," 'continuing," and even "compe--

... .-IencY-based" education. in recognizing the potential- Misdirection ,i)t- some
. well-intentioned .- education and . work- programs, the American Federation of.
.. Teachers.urgei;lOcals ands "e federation-s to participate-: the development Of

such
...

such. 'Rifograrns: .and az.lop. ti-i+ fiblibwirig, guidelines: with. regard '1.5' their,:
ks.impliinenttition: .._ ..:.?..,..

.:i
. .. -..

.11

"Ztf.

4 °Expanded guidance and counseling services must. be provided. to. all
students.. Career education programs Which:ciffer additional gui,danceWhich
expand upon the basic curriculum and .hick are maimed at. career aWa'reness=-
should be supported. Teachers may wish to use job resource persons in these

.but-such persons sho d bechosen by the teache , anci be under his-
'or her sUperyisiOn. Non-prOfesSiOnalS. should.- not be used in ofeSsional
Such prograrns slibuld include accurate treatment of the .rot olabor unions

, .

and should deal with Vnionss weiltas employers in making j b placements. In
fact, such placement Services should:bc.expanded.

Alternative programs illich.have a:Career.oricentatiori'may be provide -crcor
studentS who cannot function in, or wiao_do not obtain bekiefit from, reguhtf
school programs. While some of these -may involve work experiente,:they must

4,be carefully constructed so that they are clearly the'responsibilitypf the public
school..system -and are aimed at broadening rather than narrowing'youip's .

eduCational experience. . .
.. .-

.....i.

-Where career education programs` involve arty kind of experience at the
job Site they should be triedarity in industries Where there.is. full, employment -

. ..and where no adult workers -Will -be- displaced-. Thltse 'programs Must
su plement a bask education and not fact-as a SubStiute)Oi it.

.
The AFT will resist the creation of ;. programs Which. involve . watering -".

_down child labor: laws, 'providing fo P subminimum wages, dowering i the
:.-school- leaving age, or weakening health arid- safety lavlelated -



The AFT strongly opposes career education programs that involve turning
over some of the responsibility for public education to the private sector.
Cooperative "education and work" community councils .should in no way
undermine the authority of- publicly elected or appciinted school boards; We
oppose voucher plans that would subject both education and its consumers to
the whims and prejudices of the marketplace.

The American Federation ofTeachers believes that the most hopeful'
education and 'work programs.have not yet _been tried and urges th)o-se already
involved in career educationas well as many others who ray ricognize the
importance of expanded adult opportunitiesto support the following pro-
posals:

Job training programs which _build upon a basic -education by combining
further academic experience's with on-the-job experiences should be expanded.
These might. include internship programs for teachers, career ladder programs
for paraprofessionals and others.as well' as apprenticeship programs.

More information should be made available on job availability, occupa-
tional projections, job access, etc: Information which is available should be
compiled and disseminated in some useful form.

Adult education programs must be . expanded. Such programs should
service all adult educational needs whether they be for job training:
retraining or for personal enrichment. They may take the form of worker
Sabbaticils, paid educational leave,. deferred educaticinal opportunity and the
like. Progi-arnS that provide workers with .recogriized credentials should be
available..to them.. Programs now offered by institutions of higher education
that provide for career training should not be cut simply because they are
expensive.,

Restrictions againgt the use 'of public schools by adults must be
reexamined. Special piograrns . which allow adults to
complete a high school progam should be implemented.

98
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